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The flying season is off to a great start. Competitions at the Gillies, Eungalla and
Canungra all enjoyed good weather conditions. Drew Cooper has already been showing
us why he's Australian champion. (See results this page and page 19).
The new operations manual has been endorsed by our recent AGM and is being
scrutinised by the CAA prior to distribution. This well thought out document should help
bring our sport up to the professional standard expected of us in the nineties. More than
just a rulebook, it defines the roles, rights and responsibilities of our members, officials
and organisations.
The role of clubs in particular has been clarified and extended. If you are not an active
member of your local club it is in your own interest to get involved. Too often it seems
the people complaining that they weren't told, are the ones who don't bother to attend the
club meetings. If you feel that your local club isn't performing then maybe it's because
you haven't put enough effort into it.
This summer don't just go flying, get involved in your local club and do something
positive for your sport. We'll all benefit!
Greg Wilson, Acting Editor.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club
to live again!
The Sydney hang gliding club is being
revitalised and will meet at the Moyes
factory, Bondi Junction, at 7.30 pm on
Friday the 27th of November. The purpose of this gathering will be to elect a
new executive, choose a venue for future meetings, and decide on a program
of lectures, discussions and activities
for the summer season. All HGFA members and friends are welcome. Refreshments are available. Be there!
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For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state association/region or dub.

S

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service to members. For non-members living in
Australia the sUbscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent
SAL), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

All Skysallor contributions to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 24n
Fax: (066)285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles comlngll
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return .

ADDRESSES
DEADUNE
15th of the month (for the following month's
issuel) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members please quote your number - otherwise a charge
of $5 per ad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328
PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Andrew Humphries Ian Jarman
09 3816053 AH
069 472 888
018917537 BH

Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
(042) 971 923
Tres. Debbie Nathaniel
(042) 971923
Safety & Training:
Mark Mitsos
(042) 674570
(042) 942305
Jo McNamara
NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood Gds,
Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
Sth aid
PO Box 3496
PO Box 149
Manuka 2603
Kenmore a 4069
Phil Pritchard
Sec. Gary Ulley
(06) 2925302
018761193
Pres. Phil Robinson
James Christenson,
Sec. & PR
018625181
(07) 2026342 H
8642788W
Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove a 4740
HGAWA
Pres. Fran Wing
PO Box 82
(079) 574330
South Perth 6151
Secrrrs: Ron Huxhagen
Sec. Michael Dorrough
(079) 552913
(09) 2746014
VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H

TallHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 29775323

PGConvenor
Stuart Andrews
POBox9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Chris Brandon, Convener, Merewether 049631221
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 499199
Kevin Magennis, Safety, Taree 065 56 5626
Joe Scott, Competitions & PR, Byron Bay 066
842616
Neville Hoger, Registration , Mackay 079 512522

HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breas t pocket, col our logo and quote on the back
Cap
Co ffee mug
L ea ther K ey Ring - metal with f ull co l our enamel l ogo
M etal Lapel Badge
Car sti ckers
Embro idered badge
B ook, ' H ang Gli di ng for Begi nner Pil ots' - every pil ot should have one on their bookshel f
Full Colour 1992/93 H GFA ca l endar - now available!
Austra lian Open v ideo
Now A vailable - H GFA wi ndsocks, mul tico loured with H GFA l ogo

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
50.00
19.95
39.95
40.00

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard , visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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~68) 537220

CLUBS
Canungra Han~
Glldln~ Club ( ris.)
Pres. en Gibson
(07) 8482795
Sec. Sonia Jones
(075) 762225

Kosciusko Alr-Ine
Pal'llglldlng C ub
Pr. Guenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
06 2359011

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Aif Pi~er
(043) 6312 8
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Duncan Brown
(043) 328334
2nd Wed Tu~erah
Lakes Mem ub

North East Victorian
HGClub Inc
Pres Tony Dennis
057623292
Sec John Adams
057572945

lIIawarra Hanp,
Glldln~ Club nc
Meet I lawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
~42W71852
ec arwick Kelly
(042) 261707
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943699
meet 6pm 1st Sun
eamonth
Gladstone HG Club
31 Wilson St
Gladstone 0 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
(079) 722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton

cUd8egong Valley
HG lub
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
~79) 287858
haneNewell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Brian Braby
(066) 215725
Sec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet1stWed
each month
Calms Hang Gliding
Club rid)
NevA ers
(070) 512438 W
Marjorie Beattie
(070) 995585 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres Glen Thompson

ec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927

~63)531239

ec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480

Mid North Coast HG
AsSOC(NS~

Pres. Craig orth
Newcastle HG Club
(065) 592713
PO Box 64
Broadmeadow NSW 2292 Sec. Grant Armstrong
W65) 537095 H
x (065) 835972 W
Ben Leonard
'PG' Ian Ladyman
(065) 821966
(049) 498946
Lower Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres. David Middleton
(02) 6236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
(02) 7249602

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
(042) 840221 H
Sec. David Jones
048l611699W
048 894182H

Sky High

Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
Richmond

para~dln~ Club
Pres. en itchelhill
(03) 8192717 ah
(03) 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
(054) 283185 ah

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
(03) 7353095
Greg Withers
(03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Ulydale (n. rail line)
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Andrew Humphries
(09) 3816053
Sec. Mathew Tchan
(09) 3845328

!

Townsville Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Graeme Etherton
(077) 733580
Tres. Brad Cooper
(077) 792353
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. David Redman
(079) 552740
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
(079) 552913
Great Lakes HGC
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Bailey
065547600
Fx 065 554855

FRONT COVER
One of the three Swifts that entered the
Pre-worlds competition in the Owens
Valley, California this year.

Skysailor needs your
photos and articles!!
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Phone/Fax: (069) 47 2888
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission
office use only

Membership Application
Address:

Name:

PhoneHm

. Occupation:

. State:

.Wk

. Sex: M/F

Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

Card #: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature: .
HGFA Schedule or Fees
$125 12 months (FlJU.) Membership
$115 (Nth-NSW) 12mths AlLLMembership
$135 (SA) 12mths FllLLmembership
$20
PHG Pilots Operational Levy
$50
Additiooal Family Member (12 mootbs)
$25
Rejoining Administratioo Fee
$45
Short Term Membership (4 mootbs)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 mootbs)

4

$15

Trial/lnslnlctiooal Aight(11F)
7 Days total available through instructors only

$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

(12issues)"Skysailor" SUbscriptioo (Noofly)

SKYSAILOR

Oversus (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Ainnail)
FA) iJcence
PHG Ops Manual
Compo Manual
Tow Manuals
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Then we could send all the taped evidence
to the CAA, where it could join the queue of
urine samples just waiting to be analysed for
illegal drug usage.
Why stop at banning joy in flights when
you can also stop people having fun at home,
I've always said.

I'm sure all the nation's evils could be
cured simply by banning aerobatics - it's
LD-ea-r-E-d-it-o-r--------------' working wonders for hang gliding safety surely a ban on aerobatics could solve the
I am a hang glider pilot from Germany and
national debt, cure unemployment and get
have travelled round your beautiful country
this country's feet back firmly on the ground,
every year for 10 years. I go round all the
where they belong.
camps and am writing to say how friendly
But I digress. If I can be serious for at least
hang glider pilots are in this country. One
pilot in particular is always at the comp at
one line of this letter, it's about the grave issue
beautiful Eungella. I know not his name but
of legislating against joy.
Is Miles Craven now illegal?
every year I come he is launching people. He
is a wire man, does harness checks, helps me
You've had his latest adventure for three
spread my wings, always smiling. I see him
months and still no sign of his appearance.
pick up gliders, I see him with a watch at
Have the same forces which have stopped
goals. This I have never seen in my country.
drug usage amongst pilots, banned
I see the same person doing the same things
aerobatics, stopped illegal pilots from flying
at Rainbow Beach and at Canungra. I have
and removed the joy from flight now tumed
seen him at Buffalo and Corryong.
their attention to the last anti-hero of the
people?
Everywhere he helps everybody.
We do not have this type of person in Germany and other pilots say that he helps free.
No pilot in my country is like this. He gives
me free board when I pass through his town,
fixing my glider if it is broken and taking no
payment, only a big handshake.
In my country he would get Life Membership of the Hang Gliding Federation like your
HGFA. This year I see him again with smiles
and helping everybody. Perhaps you, Marie,
would know his name.
I have a photo of him to take back to Germany and video film to show everybody in
my club. I think your magazine is really good
and it helps me find all the competition places.
I thank you Australians for being friendly
people. My wife and myself have wonderful
times.

Or have the evil cat-lovers and wicked liloenthusiasts forced a secret agenda through to
kill off one of the last sources of giggle in a
sport under siege?
Or is it just that in a magazine where approximately 16 out of 40 pages are reserved
for advertisements, there's no room for the
absurd gluttony of a whole page devoted to a
silly comic strip?
I guess the members of a hang gliding association are far too interested in finding out
about the Third Paragliding Championships
of Reunion Island 1992 to have much time for
Miles and his adventures.

Attention! New!
HGFAFax&AH
answer machine
number 069 474328
It's a bit sad really - Miles has appeared in
Skysailor through 4 editors and over 8 years.
Surely it couldn't be because Miles is ...
gulp ... tasteless? Surely nothing could have
less taste than the Klu Klux Klan cartoon
several months ago?
But there you have it. Miles is dead. Long
live Miles.
Kind final regards,
Adam Hunt.

Ed's reply: Adam, Adam, Adam, when your
letter arrived, your cartoons (note the plural)
had gone to the printer in October's issue,
having taken precedence over a number of
articles such as the National Ladder, and
hang gliding and paragliding stories, but perhaps I shouldn't mention that?
You should know better than most, that
space limitations and budget as set by the
HGFA board (made up of our regional and
state reps; our fellow pilots!) cause quite a
headache each month. What to include, what
to omit?!! Life was not meant to be easy!
Do I detect a note of rising hysteria and
paranoia? From others, both hang glider and
paraglider pilot, against each other's flying
style, yes, but surely not from you! I think the
stress ofall that hard work lately is beginning
to show! Take care and thanks for the latest
cartoons. Marie •

1993 AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING OPEN

Garhard Hindrik
Dear Marie
Quick! Cancel all certificates and suspend all
operations of every hang gliding school in
Stanwell Park - it's come to my attention that
a member of the public experienced some jQy
during a recent tandem flight. This must stop.

What is needed is a prepared media statement which every tandem passenger must
read (in front of a video camera) before every
flight where they explicitly deny that any joy
is about to take place. They could do this right
after they sign the piece of paper stating that
they are about to have a "tandem instructional
flight".
Better still, we could have a second camera
in the park (that's where tandem instructional
flights land, isn't it?) to ensure that no passenger is caught smiling afterwards.
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8th to 16th January, 1993
Mount Cole area, Victoria
Entry Fee - $120
Acceptance of pilots to compete in the competition shall be
in accordance with Section 7 (Nationals Entry Qualifications)
of the HGFA Competitions Manual.
Acceptance of entries will be carried out on
1st December, 1992. Late entries cannot be guaranteed places
as resources will be allocated to run the competition based
on the number of entries received by 1/12/92.
Send entries to:
Wesley Hill, 33 Moselle Street, Box Hill North, 3129.
SKYSAILOR
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Women's Open 1993 is the woman pilot who places
highest in the final results.
Prizes donated by: Airborne Wiodsports, Air Support, Enterprise Wings, Moyes Gliders, Bogong
Hote~ Carlton United Breweries, Sjostrom Instruments, Aussie Skins
Entries: North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club Inc,
2 Drummond St, Tawonga, Vic 3697
Enquiries: Bob Daley, Cheyne Rd, Greta West Vic 3675,
ph 057 276302 All or John Adams, 2 Drummond St,
Tawonga Vic 3697, ph 057 572945 All

New Zealand Hang Gliding Championships
27 December 1992 - 8 January 1993
Kaimai and Paeroa ranges in the Waikato-Rotorua
district of the North Island.
Glider hire, accommodation and transport can be arranged for overseas pilots who enter early.
For further information phone or write to the organiser:
Ross Gaddes, Bossons Rd, Te Aroha, New Zealand, Ph:
078848184

1993 Australian Hang Gliding Open
1992 Victorian Spring Hang Gliding
Championships
Dates and Locations: The competition shall be conducted on 14, 15,
21 & 22.11.92 at Ben Nevis/Buangor/Elrnhurst/Sugarloaf(HQ atRed
Kangaroo Roadhouse Beaufort)
If the weather during the competition is such that by 22.11.92 fewer
than 4 rounds have been conducted, additional rounds may be
scheduled.
Entry Requirements: The competition is open to HGFA members
with a minimum of Novice + Alpine pilot rating.
Fee: The competition entry fee is $20

NSW State Paragliding Championships
2nd rounds: Sat 21st - Mon 23rd November 1992 at Tumut
Tasks will be cross country flying from Gilmore, 1100 ft and
Honeysuckle Range, 1300 ft in the Tumut area and Blackjack, 3000
ft in the Tooma area.
Please note: First briermgat Tumut Aero Club 8.30 am Saturday
21st
For further information please contact Stuart Andrews on Ph/Fx 069
484461 or post entry fee to PO Box 9 Tooma NSW 2642, or Mark
Mitsos 042 674570.

Bogong Cup 1993
First competition in the Australian Summer Series
Date: 28.12.92 to 5.1.93
Cost: $A80
Maximum number of pilots: 120
30 places reserved for C grade pilots until 30.11.92
Places allocated on receipt of entry fee
HQ: Bogong Hotel Tawonga Victoria
Last Registration: 27.12.92
Minimum pilot rating: intermediate with
experience.
Please note: The Women's Open 1993 will be run in •.
conjunction with the Bogong Cup. The winner of the .••.
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8th to 16th January 1993
Registration deadline: 22.00 hours, 7 January 1993
Competition days: 8-16 January 1993
Closing ceremony: 20.00 hours 17 January 1993
Open and B grades, single group
$A 120 entry fee . A protest fee of$A 50 is required with each protest.
All monies from unsuccessful protests will be paid to the local Fire
Brigade.
Additional films will cost $A 5.
Further details contact Wesley Hill, 33 Moselle St, Box Hill North
Vic 3129

1993 Corryong Cup
The IIIawarra Hang Gliding Club is pleased to announce that it is
again, running and organising the Corryong Cup. We are hoping very
much to make this year bigger and better than ever before.
The competition will be held over the 9th, 10th and 11th of January
1993, with the 8th being a fly-in day. There will be up to ten trophies
presented plus numerous sponsored vouchers offered by Aussie Born,
Enterprise Wings, Moyes Gliders, Airborne Windsports, Future
Wings and Thredbo Paragliding with plenty more still to arrive. We
will have a variety of classes in the competition so that all pilots will

have the opportunity of competing against and possibly defeat their
peers e.g. Open, Sporting, Ladies, Glider Vintage, Best Team, etc, etc.
There are a number of places available for accommodation and all
are within a short distance of the competition headquarters, which will
be situated in the centre of town. There are two camp sites where
camping is free of charge, being Towong and Bringenbrong, both are
situated on the Murray River approx. 5 km north of town. Also two
camping grounds approx. 1 km south of town being the Mt Mittamatite
Park c/w swimming pool, phone Peter Hunt 060 761152; and the
Colac-colac Park, phone Sue Black 060 761520. Also in town a
number of hotels and motels are available, one of which is owned by
a local pilot, Glen Wilson of the Corryong Country Inn, phone 060
761333.
Entry fee will again be $30 which will include a FREE smorgasboard
and drinks on the presentation night. You must pay your entry fee in
person before 9 pm on the 8th of January 1993 at the Court House
Hotel in the main street of Corryong.
All pilots must have an altimeter, camera and a recently repacked
parachute. A 1:250,000 series map of the Tallangatta area (sheet No.
SJ 55-3) would also be useful. You should also be a current HGFA
financial member with an Advanced rating, Intermediate rated pilots
will only be allowed with logged inland experience.
Major sponsored prizes so far being: Aussie Born - Aussie Skin
flying suit, Enterprise Wings - $500 discount off a new glider, Future
Wings - 2 day conversion course to paragliding, tandem paragliding
flight and T-shirts, Moyes Gliders - Moyes flying jacket, Airborne
Windsports - to be advised, Thredbo Paragliding School - 2 day
conversion course to paragliding.
N.B. We may have to restrict the number of entries to 50 pilots! So
please record your name and details prior to the 1st of January 1993
with either Debbie Nathaniel (042) 971923 or George Barrie on (042)
855567

Flatlands 1993, 10th Anniversary
Forbes
20 - 29 January 1993
$165 entry fee, $150 is paid before end October
Minimum of 4 pilots per team paid to allocate strip
Entries to Lynn Giffin, CourtSt, ForbesNSW 2471,Ph: 068523899,
Fax: 068523481

Australian Paragliding Open 1993
30 January 1993 to 7 February 1993
Mt Cole area, Beaufort, Western Victoria
HQ: Raglan Hall next to camping ground
Pilot rating: Advanced or intermediate with thermalling experience
Categories: Open, national A grade, national B grade, national ladies,
club national
Entry: $94 inc. comp T-shirt, Saturday night party (food, drinks,
band) + lots more!
Late entry after 31.12.92 - $115
Number of pilots limited, first in, first served!
Send your cheque payable to: Australian Paragliding Open, 27 Oberon
Ave, E. Hawthorne Vic 3123
For more information call Charly on 03 8824130 or write to the
above address

1993 Victorian Open Hang Gliding Championships
Dates: 13.2 to 21.2.93. This time will be allocated as follows:
registration deadline - 9 am 13.2.93; competition days -13.2 - 21.2.93
Rest days may be called after 6 consecutive days of flying. If the
weather during the competition is such that by 21.2.93 fewer than 5
rounds have been conducted, additional rounds may be scheduled for
27 & 28.2.93.

courses
2 day introductory
Novice licence package
XC and thermalling
Hang glider conversion
Paragliding safaris

equipment
Ailes de K, Edel and Advance
Ai rbu lie harnesses
Sigma reserve parachutes
Aircotec flight instruments
Second hand equipment, trade-ins
Free advice
November 1992
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27 OBERON AVE.
HAWTHORN EAST 3123
PH. &FAX 882 4130
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Location: the Mt Cole area, including sites at: Mt Buangor, Ben
Nevis, Ben More and Elmhurst (HQ at Raglan Hall).
Prizes: comprising trophies and donated products will be awarded
to: 1993 Victorian Hang Gliding Champion; 1st place; 2nd place; 3rd
place; 1993 Victorian B grade Champion and 1993 Victorian C grade
Champion.
Entry Requirements: a minimum of Novice rating plus Alpine
endorsement (or overseas equivalent).

Please note that Tow Endorsements will be required to enter the
Flatlands Competition which will be run separately from the Hang
GlidingFlatlands Competition. Endorsements in Eastern Australia can
be issued by Brian Webb in Victoria, Mark Mitsos in NSW and Shaun
Keane in ACT.

Fees: Entry - the competition entry fee is $60 (includes $20 bond).
Protest - a fee of $30 is required with each protest. All monies from
unsuccessful protests will be donated to the local fire brigade.
Films will be available at a cost of $5.
Contact: Wesley Hill, VHGA Competition Director, PO Box 400,
Prahran Vic 3181, Ph: (03) 8983251

13 - 20 March Paragliding Cross Country
20 - 27 March Hang Gliding Master Cup

1993 Western Australian State Titles (WA Open)
20 February - 1 March 1993
Practice/Registration day 19 February
Emergency dayJPresentation 2 March

1993 International Hang Gliding
and Paragliding Meeting
Governador Valadares, Brazil

Competition is open to all pilots who have a national flight licence
which can prove cross country experience
Prizes in US$ for best 5 pilots
Entry fee: US$ 100 per pilot
Information: Mr Haroldo Castro Neves
Av. Brasil, 2.920 - 5° andar - CEP 35020-070, Governador Valadares
- MG - Brasil, Ph: (033) 271 1333, Fax: (033) 271 6769

1993 World Paragliding Championships

Location: Dalwallinu organised by the Dalwallinu Hang Gliding
Qub
Entry fee: $50, late fee after 1 February $70
Contact: Andrew (09) 3816053 or Johnathon 3418328

Verbier, Switzerland August 1993
Interested pilots should contact, as soon as possible, Stuart Andrews,
HGFA Paragliding Committee, PO Box 9 Tooma NSW 2642, Ph/Fx:
069484461

Australian Competition Calendar

Paragliding Competitions
Australian Paragliding Flatlands Comp, Sat 13th February to Sun
21st February 1993, Forbes area.

Proposed competition dates for 1993 season

American Cup, 5 to 14 February 1993, limited entry

+

1992 National Ladder
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HIBBIRD Rob

1016.0
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23

ROIIIIRSTON Geoff

794.2
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32

41

PETRIE O• .,id.

793.4
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35

95
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36
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980.7
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25
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38
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952.6

39
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951. 6

40
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949.3

41
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942 .7

42

58

926.7
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WIMBUSH Oarth
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IROLIS Derrick
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283.7
UCJt Phil
rLAT92
375.3
HACIIA& Colin
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259.2
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PROS SIR Stuart
rLAT92
nO.7
snNS 8irqit
rLAT92
313.9
GnUS Gerry
8CUP92
282.3
WILLIAMS Ro..
rLAT92
273.7
BOYD Kicheal
rLAT92
263.9
IItAK8AS Georqe
NAT91
221.8
IlAllimS 80b
rLAT92
268.0
RlIS Ian
rLAT92
246.1
DUJlCAII Warwick
rLAT92
301.6
HOBBII1ID Guy
rLAT92
350.5
roc:a Andrew
rLAT92
305.3
JqVIlia Richard
rLAT92
255 . 2
HALL 8aden
rLAT92
212.1
DOCII&RTY Craiq
NAT92
237.0
sAHGSnR Trevor NAT92
196.1
_S-SKITH Helen NAT92
246.7
CASSAR Ray
VIC91
206.0
BOLTeIi Peter
VOPN92
176.4
KOIIR Oraham
IIN090
203.0
KOOItKIIl Bill
ENG91
217.1
WATSOII Andy
SA91
191.7
BIlOCKLIIS8Y Steve lLAT92
194.4
RUGI Rob
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BCUP92
227 .3
NAT91
221.6
BCUP92
200.8
NSII90
224.5
IHG90
211.0
NAT90
218.9
rLAT90
190.0
NAT92
233.2
rLAT91
212.8
FLAT91
205.7
ING91
210.8
NSW90
206.9
VOPN92
221.6
VOPN91
216.5
NAT92
226.1
rLAT91
238.1
rLAT91
174.3
FLAT91
292.6
VIC91
194.5
ING90
241.9
PLAT91
197.2
BCUP92
198.1
BCOP92
194.8
BCOP92
214.2
BCUP92
190.5
VOPN91
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rLAT92
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ING90
202.1
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175.1
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194.2
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NSW90
175.1
rLAT92
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ING90
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SIQ90
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SIQ90
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VOPN92
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rLAT92
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&NG91
175.7
rLAT90
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VOPN92
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NAT90
159.6
NAT91
152.8
VOPN92
140.9
VICL92
147 . 6
PLAT90
142.0
VIC91
140.7
NAT90
162.3
PLAT90
137.6
NAT91
125.7
VICL92
135.2
VZCL92
121.9
NSW89
125.8
8CUP92
131.4
VZCL92
125.2
PLAT91
154.5
VlCL92
126.9
VICL92
150.9
SUO
156.0
NAT91
142.8
NSII89
127.3
VOPN91
135.9
INa90
134.9

NAT90
167.7
VZCL92
170.3
NAT91
173.1
rLAT90
147.3
NAT90
130 . 6
NAT92
44.0
VIC91
169.2
ING89
135.5
NSW90
140.4
NAT92
127 . 2
VOPN90
130.8
SA91
122.3
VlCL92
129.0
VOPN90
145 . 2
NSW90
B7.2
BCUP92
125.5
rLAT90
106.6
VlCL91
102.5
SIQ91
84.3
VICL92
111.2
VOPN91
106.1
rLAT90
131.7
NSW90
114.7
VIC90
92.5
SAn
150.8
rLATU
120 . 1
IN089
121.3
SA90
136.2
BCUP92
125.6
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841.1
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835.8
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Camp 1 Camp 2 Camp J coarp 4

5

!'LAT92 FLAT'31 NAT92
310.9 245 .7 237.6
!'LAT92 FLAT'31 N51190 !'LAT'30
253.2 252.5 152.7 135.0
MOLLISON Paul
FLAT92 FLAT'31 !'LAT'30 NSW89 1lAT90
242.1 216.2 130.8 104.4
87.2
8DR Noel.
FLAT92 VIC'Jl VlCL92 8COP92 FLAT91
190.9 185. 1 150.5 138.4 109.8
RICHARDSON Dunc. !'LAT92 FLAT'31 NAT'31 VIC90 VlCL91
240.4 204.6 152.0 108.7
60.9
OSBORNE MalcoLa !'LAT92 FLAT91 FLAT90
405 . 3 268.2
83.4
BORNS Oon
!'LAT92 NAT91 FLAT91 FLAT90 IIAT'30
174.9 164.6 159.1 129.8 114.9
WILIUNSON Ro..
NAT91 NAT90 SA89
SA91
BC0P92
259.3 191.9 103.3
14.6
70.4
HILL w••
VOPN92 VIC91 VlCL92 BCOP92 VlCL91
179.7162.2139.7117.1104.7
BRAIlSROOIt Kark
VOPN91 NAT'30 SMO
VOPN90 SA89
180.2 154.0 131.1 124.1
9S.1
KUFPST Peter
I'LAT92 I'LAT91 NSII90 I'LAT90 VICS9
245.6 147 . 4 124.5 102.8
55.5
HOOD Toni
NAT'31 NAT90 NSW89 NSII90 NAT92
185.5 167.4 157.1 107.6
56.6
HAYMOW Brian
NAT92 ENG90 NSII90
256.6 213.5 200.0
HACLEOO Glen
VOPN91 NAT90 SEQ90 1lAT92 VXCL91
170.9 136.1 131.1 127.4
99.8
BIISD Gordon
ENG91 P'LAT92 SIQ91 NAT90
237.1 163.0 148.4 111.5
PINIRAN Laurie
I'LAT92 ENG90 KAT92 SlIQ90 SIIQ91
239.4 117.5 111.1 101.6
87.2
LAMONT Da".
ENG90 ENG91 ENG89
300.0 201.7 140.3
PAYNI Rick
1'LAT91 VOPN90 NAT91 VIC90 VIC89
194.3126.1125.5115.7
71.2
TOMB George
1'LAT92 NAT90 NSII90 NAT'32 Nswa9
271.6 110.8 103.1
85.3
67.9
lIOLLIR Rolf
FLAT92 KSII90 I'LAT91 1'LAT90
276.5 144.6 117.9
91.8
MIDDLETON Verne SEQ90 ENG89 NSW89 SEQ91 1lAT90
141.1 138.9 126.4 123.8
93.8
KAJOt Juliu.
KAT91 KAT90 SA89
SUO
190.5 172.6 148.6 107.2
SHART Greq
SCOP92 VlCL92 VIC91 NSII90 VO ....92
132.7 121.1 119.8 117.6 117.0
XLBIIII Tony
KAT91 VOPN91 VIC91 VOPN90 1lAT90
146.3 124.1 124.4 109.8
93.7
HALL Warren
1'LAT'32 VOPN92 VlCL92 WM1
WA90
280.3 157.8
67.4
56.2
35.4
NILLIARD COlwyn 8COP92 VO.... 91 SMO
VlCL92 VXCL91
161.8 148.0 107.9
90.1
85.4
MCLOSItlIY Oavid
1'LAT'32 1'LAT91 KSII90
329 . 4 169.7
91.4
DOBSON Ru . .ell
!'LAT92 P'LAT91 NAT91 VOPN90 VlCL90
237.1 120.4
90.0
81.6
59.8
lIICHlR MarUee
I'LAT91 VIC90 VIC91 VIC89 NAT91
192.1 104.9 100.3
93.2
93.5
OAVII! Gary
!'LAT91 FLAT90 KAT90
309.2 161.1 108.2

S KYSAI LOR
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Triking Update

AussieBorn
has it all

This newsletter is dedicated to Brian Body,
a pilot of skill, dedication and enthusiasm,
who apparently misjudged the extra take off
distance required on a wet field.

04 Brod Osborne, 103 Long St Queenstown
SA 5014, Ph 082234566 wk, 082400780
home
05 Bill Korneef, Gold Coast, ph 018763680

Test fly the latest range of

To his wife, Kay and family, our sincere
condolences.

06 Paul Haines, 22 Sheridan Crescent Stanwell Park 2508, ph 042 943256

Ail-hor"ne glider"s at

Knowing Brian through his passion for
flying and trikes was a pleasure and his passing is a sobering thought for us all.

07 Andrew Gange, PO Box 291 Kings
Meadow TAS 7249, ph 018131587,003
430803
09 Bob Silver, 6 Carramar St Tewantin Qld
4546, ph 074 490065

Stanwcll Park

May we all take heed each and every time
we push ourselves and our craft near their
limits.

Instructors Are Near You!
As a result of the Chief and Senior instructors seminars we have trike instructors spread
far and wide. Who is closest to you??
The list below is up to date as of now!
CFI No:

Name & Address:

NSW 2280, ph 049 453472 now operating in the Tumut area

11 Brian Saunders, 31 Elrington Ave West
Kempsey NSW 2440, ph 065 628415
12 Tony Dennis, 140 Clark St Benalla Vic
3672, ph 057623292,018574068
13 Jamie Buck, "Carinya" Boree Creek
NSW 2652, ph 069 271460

02 Rob Hibbard, C/- Airborne Windsports,
Newcastle, Ph 049 499199.

14 Luke Carmody, 92 Rowe St Eastwood
NSW 2122, ph 028745260

04 Joe Scott, Tyagarah Airfield Byron Bay,
Ph/fx 066 842616

15 Norm Hearn, 50 Edina Rd, Ferntree
Gully Vic 3156, operating Hamilton

05 Aden Wicks,PO Box 375 Norfolk Island
2899, Ph 0011-6723-2578, fax 00116723-3297,

These instructors are now operating at the
above locations. If any of these details are
wrong please, instructors, notify me so as I
can correct for next Skysailor issue.

07 Steve Ruffles, PO Box 170 Porepunka
VIC 3740, Ph 057 551724
08 Ian Robertson, "Hilldale 3" Tuerong Rd
Koorooduc Vic 3933, Ph 059 7888529
10 Larry Jones, Herricks St Settlers Beach
SA 5174, Ph 08 5563030
11 Mike Cocburn, Harewood Airport
Tooradin Vic 3980, Ph 059 983489

12 John Goodrich, 59 Naples Rd Mentone
Vic, Ph 03 5875975
13 John Amour, 23 Bermude Drive, Blackburn South Vic 3130, Ph 03 8022682
14 Anthony Gerrard,POBox 1740 Wooden
ACT 2606, Ph 06-2884877 work, 06
2822464 home

Senior Instructors
01 Chris Bolton, 33 Davidson St Port
Douglas Qld 4870, ph 018 772480, 070
985424
02 Greg Withers, 4 Turnbury Close Nth
Ringwood Vic 3134, ph 03 8763981, 018
381279
03 Julian James, 54 Arnor St Hornsby NSW
2077, ph 024764848
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OSting 118 and 154

10 Peter Wilson, 26 Ashley St Marks Point

01 Chris Brandon, 36 Windsor St
Merewether NSW 2291, Ph 049 631221

06 Kevin Maginnis, C/- High Adventure
Airpark Pacific Highway Johns River
Gust north of Taree), Ph 065 565265

o Blitz 137, 146 and 155

As we get into the thrills of CAA legislations we are learning new things every day.
It is good to see Steve Ruffles learn from his
mistakes of recent times. A story of an AUF
ultralight pilot has filtered down this way ....
Seems this young guy had just landed his
thruster two seater on the outback, north of
Cooktown. A visitor who saw him land
wanted to go for a flight. The pilot said he
would and indeed he could take him for a
flight but he didn't have enough fuel and no
money. The budding flyer insisted on getting
and paying for the fuel from the local service
station just up the road. So the deal was done.

As it would happen a CAA officer had
observed the landing and taken in the conversation.
The pilot is now facing $5,000.00 worth of
fines for accepting payment for a flight
without being an instructor!!! BEWARE!

Rules and Re2ulations, why do we need
~

"The sky is not a playground", the wise old
pilot told me once.
Ha, but he has not flown a hang glider or a
trike, how would he know?? Of course the sky
is a play ground. How would he know?

SKYSAILOR

We carTY a full range of
spares for all Airhorne
glider"s

o

Glider/harness
package deals with the
popular Danny Scott
Racer or Twister
harnesses
Accessories:

o

Icom radios, training
wheels, Iycra speedarms, custom made
flying suits, steel
carabiners, Sjostrom
varios, map fairings
and more.

Call in and see us
at:
7 The Drive
Stan well Park NSW
2508
or

Phone
042943240

r---------------------~
~

_____________________
:LTriking
... continued ... :

A play ground it may be but one filled with
hidden traps for the unwary. A play ground
where the results of a simple mistake can far
out weigh the mistake itself.

How do the CAA corne up with these rules
and exemptions? Are they really just there to
make our life difficult?
The conditions specified by the CAA in the
Civil Aviation Orders for trikes are based on
five Safety Principles.
1

Doing a dive without looking for just who
may be coming onto your path has cost dearly.
An attempted take off with a wet wing on a
wet ground has taken the life of an excellent
trike pilot.
Almost inconceivably, Brian Body has paid
the ultimate price for a combination of mistakes.
So we have a book of rules (CAO's)to abide
by. We have exemptions in our own little
CAO 95.8, 95.10 and 9532, which enable us
to fly without all the other rules that govern
other aircraft needing to apply directly to us.

Protect fare-paying passengers.
Certification of the Trikes. Anyone who
pays money to fly in an aircraft must be
assured that the aircraft can withstand all
the extreme forces that nature may throw
at us unexpectedly.

2

Protect other Airspace Users and their
Paying Passengers.
Once again the unsuspecting public have
a right not to have some fool in another
aircraft (any aircraft) endanger their
flight.

3

Protect the Public on whom you may fall.
Johnny in the street is not expecting a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

trike to corne on down landing in his
backyard and should not need to worry
about such an occurrence. Yes your
Rotax motor is reliable but NOT certificated and therefore you are not entitled to
fly over towns at any height!
4

Protect other Sporting Pilots.
And any other pilots for that matter. Circuits procedures must be followed at airfields and on your own back paddock it
is a very good idea to get into the" circuit
and landing " frame of mind after that
blissful flight.

S

Protect You!

"IN THIS ORDER OF IMPORTANCE"

Therefore you as the solo pilot are more than
welcome to build your own 95.10 flying
machine and if fencing wire and string are
good enough for you, well and good, but just
leave a suicide note so that your statistic does
not reflect on the sport.
As you read new rules and regulations, just
do so with these safety principles in mind and
it is a lot easier to accept them. At no time are
the rules there just to make life difficult. There
are a lot of other aviators out there who don't
like these flimsy fabric craft but they are
learning!

Trike Competitions
Call them f1yins, fun days, rallies or
whatever. Competitions are the best way of
honing your skills, learning new techniques
and having fun with other trikes in the sky.
The possibility of getting a trophy to take
horne and put on the mantle is an added attraction.
Tasks such as touch and go, spot landings,
with and without power, balloon bursts, bomb
drops and cross country navigation really test
the best pilots. Having your camping equipment inspected at an overnight stay adds a lot
of fun as bribing the judges is a way of life.
A standard set of rules is available for
anyone who wishes to organise and run a
regional competition in your area so call me
and they are yours for the asking. If we can
get a national ladder type of set up then funding to send competitors to world championships etc or staging the world titles here in
Australia is a real possibility.
Getting local sponsors to kick the tin for
prizes is up to yourselves but a bit of fun
trying.
Keeping the comp simple and fun will attract competitors so let's get some comps
organised.
Stay tuned for the Tyagarah Tussle .....•
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(jo :J{ang (jading In Cairns !For ty'our :J{oadays!!!
l:;::::;;:;:::;:::;:%:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::?::::;:::::::::::::::&:%:::::::::::::;:::;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:::;:;:::::::-;;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:::::;:;:::::::::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::.::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::;-..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::->.::::::;-;;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::-;:::::.:-::::::;:.::.::::::::::::::#::.:X',,:w...;;::::::::::::::0-;::::::;:;";:::::::";::::::::::-;J

by Iyan Lizarralde

I hope this article will give some alternate
ideas and encouragement to some ofthe pilots
who may be frustrated at not being able to fly
due to the inappropriate weather conditions in
NSW and possibly VIC.
lfyou are a Sydney resident you may know
that the winds in winter which are
predominantly from the west, make it hard to
get some flying hours. Well, a couple of
months ago, while some of my friends had
gone flying in America to cope with this
problem, I had the great opportunity to do
some exciting flying in Cairns!!
For my birthday (August 5), my girlfriend
had arranged for us to go to Queensland to
stay 10 days with some friends who live in
Kuranda. I was very excited and with the
number of activities that the area has to offer,
such as scuba diving on the reef, white water
rafting, trips to the Tablelands, Daintree
Forest, etc - hang-gliding shouldn't have been
on the agenda. But I had the urge to fly ... I
picked up the Skysailor and contacted Nev
Akers and Warwick Gill, the club reps in Far
North Queensland. I first got a hold of Nev
who sounded helpful and encouraging over
the phone. I explained that I was flying up to
Cairns for the holidays and wanted to inquire
about the weather conditions, sites, etc. He
told me: "Well Ivan, August is the best month
up here, it has constant easterly winds and we
have two sites from novice to advanced where
you could upgrade your flying skills". "Fantastic", I replied comforted, "Now I'm planning to take up my Mission glider. .. do you
have any suggestions about hiring a car with
roof racks?" I asked anxiously. "As a matter
of fact. .. ", he answered reassuringly, "My
friend John has a company that hires 2ndhand cars; he'll be able to fix you up". After
that good news it was now my ambition to fly
in winter on my birthday.
When my girl friend arrived from work I told
her the GOOD news. (The term GOOD here
is relative since she considered it TERRIBLE). The sh .. hit the fan!! I was bombarded with all sorts of objections ... How do
you think we are going to take !lli!!(my glider)
in the plane? How are you going to carry it
around? Who is going to drive you? This is an
infringement on my holidays (nag, nag, nag) ...
There is so much to do and see up there!! You
won't have time (nag, nag, nag). What if there
are no sites or winds? How much is this going
to cost? (nag, nag, nag). The argument went
on for three days, but I was determined to fly
so I called Australian Airlines and asked them
for the procedures for carrying a hang-glider
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on board. The receptionist was very co-operative and told me that the maximum length
allowed was 4.10 metres and since the glider
didn't weight more than 30 kgs it wasn't a
problem. "You MAY have to pay excess luggage of$30.00 but that would be all". Bingo!!
I put down the phone and went to Moyes (the
factory) . There, Carl was very helpful, explaining to me how to take the wings apart and
to pack it properly so it would be just under
4.10 metres long. Two days later a friend of
mine drove us to the airport where an astute
lady at the cargo terminal wanted to charge
me cargo rates (over $200.(0). After calmly
explaining to her that we had previously inquired and paid for excess luggage rate, she
then proceeded to send it to the plane.

hiII where the other gliders were soaring. I
encountered some moderate turbulence when
flying at an angle of the hill that wasn't facing
the wind directly. All the theory lessons, and
skills I learned came to my memory and had
to be put into practice ... and after one long
minute I finally reached the adjacent angle of
the hill where the lift was nice and smooth,
promising myself not to go to that side again.
This was probably routine for the advanced
pilot, but I certainly wasn't going to test
myself on my 2nd novice flight. However, I
learned a lot from it and 2'20" hours later had
an immaculate landing. What a nice way to
finish our wonderful holidays. I began immediately to take the glider apart again ... our
flight back to Sydney was an hour later!!

Upon our arrival in Cairns, John (Nev's
friend) met us with the car for hire and the roof
racks as previously arranged. The following
day happened to be the monthly club meeting
which took place in Port Douglas. Since Port
Douglas was on our list of places to visit, we
drove up and stayed in the Coconut Grove
where Michael (the owner and a glider pilot)
hosted us. I was pleased to see the friendliness
of the club members and how well they integrate all the paragliding, hang-gliding, and
trikes activities. After having a superb meal
the meeting proceeded - which entailed, a
slide show and a couple of members playing
the guitar and the saxophone. I took the opportunity to arrange a couple of days of flying
at Rex Lookout. I saw Rehiner (a German
chap whom I had previously met at Nelly's
when visiting the High Adventure Park in
NSW), and on August 5 after getting the
briefing on the site, a safety carabiner, and the
wire assistance by Warwick Gill the instructor, we both took off.

The people in Cairns are very friendly and
perhaps more relaxed and laidback than in
Sydney ... at the airport they didn't even make
me pay for any excess luggage.l managed to
fit in all the re-planned activities in the other
seven days, so my girlfriend ended up being
pleased about the trip.
At our arrival in Sydney I persuaded a taxi
driver (with a $5.00 tip) to drive us with the
glider in his station wagon. I had to go in the
back to keep the back-door from popping-up
since it wouldn't close due to the excess
length of the glider. The old adage proved
right once more: "Where there is a will, there
is a way".
I take this opportunity to thank all those who
in some way or another made my hang-gliding holiday pleasant and possible. I recommend to the readers... if you are going to
Queensland for your holidays, take your
gliders along, you won't regret it!!! •

,
,
FOR SALE

It was my first Novice flight and I soared for
two hours along
the road, while , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

Rehiner, being
more
experienced went
out to higher
"pastures". I
began feeling
tired
and
nauseous otherwise I would
have stayed up
longer. I was
pleased with
myself. In my
second flight,
five days later, I
adventured to the
top of the back-

••

New Paraglider & orthopaedic harness

*
*

ADG Colibri 28
Condor Cezar 26

*

only $3100

Tel: 02 3157938
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EARN

FROM

AUSTRALIA'S

BEST

Learning to fly trikes has never been easier.
CFI's around Australia, will train you from ab
A hassle-free, easily transportable flex-wing
to convential 3-axis ultralights.
ers.i.oo-.eet~s

reliable alternative
3-axis pilots.

Phone your nearest
school for a brochure or video.

Around about ...
New HGFA Board Members
President, Andrew Humphries, 09 3816053
AH, 018 917537 BH
Vice President, Fran Wing, 079 574330
Secretary, Rohan Grant, 002 311112 AH,
002 307638 BH
Treasurer, Mark Pike, 03 3986268 AH, 03
2767177BH

HGFA Operations Manager
This new position was accepted at the 1992
AGM held recently at Eungella. Interested
persons may contact the HGFA office 069
472888 for application forms and further information.

HGFA Operations Manual
The Operations Manual was approved at the
AGM and after some final amendments will
be submitted to the CAA for approval. HGFA
is hoping to distribute this document towards
the end ofN ovember, pending CAA approval.

Correction •.•
In September's Around About, an incorrect
phone number for Ice Wave Pty Ltd, accessory manufacturer was given. The correct
phone number is 057 551054, see page 2. I
apologise for any inconvenience caused.

Flying in Canada
Make your overseas flying easier. A copy of
the British Columbia site guide has been sent
to the Northern Beaches Club and to the
HGFA office.

A Sturdy Glider

"01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses

A Canadian pilot
$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
isn't complaining
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
about the extra
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
weight of his XS 155
after tumbling twice,
first nose down and ::
Denis Cummings
over, then, after right- ::
PO Box 741
ing the glider, nose up::
Byron
Bay 2481
and over. After::
stabilising upside ::
Ph (066) 856287
"
down and falling for LL------------------------------------------------------------.:-------------------------------------------------------~
several hundred feet, the pilot then managed
The Axis is an ideal wing for the all-rounder
to right the glider and flew away! The pilot
who wishes to fly distance without sacrificing
suffered pulled muscles in his neck back and
security. The glide of the Axis ensures that
arms from the extra G's encountered.
you will keep up with the best and have fun
whilst doing so.
Press Release
The Axis has a top speed of 43 km/h and
Swing - Axis is the new generation all- sink rate 1.2; it has ACPUL all A's with the
rounder, and is a creation resulting form the
speed system and it is available in 3 sizes; 23,
experience and success of the PRISMA
26 and 29 sq m.
development. The Axis combines very good
For more information contact Cristine Mcperformance with security, resulting in a wing
Millan on 03 5988923 AH, or 6612828 W.
with easy responsive handling, ideal for the
intermediate pilot who desires top perforResults from Overseas
mance on an "easy to fly" glider. The normal
Winner of the 2nd Spanish XC Classic was
trim position is set for starting, landing and
won by Angelo Crapanzano flying a Rumour
normal flight. This position achieves the great
2 with an average distance of 172 km/day.
advantage of light handling with good
Individual winner
security. Thus the serious thermalling pilot
of the Ager Chalcan spend a substantial time in the air without
lenge, sponsored by
tiring rapidly, whilst the less experienced
Solar Wings and held
pilot can feel the confidence and security of
photo
in Spain, was Rachel
being able to let the wing "fly itself'. The
Alexander of New
speed-bar accelerator system (standard on the
Zealand flying a
Axis) then produces fantastic glide and speed
Rumour Fever 12m2 •
when required.

North Coast Avionics

•

RAINBOW BEACH
PHOENIX SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING

* LEARN TO FLY AT THE FINEST COASTAL SITE IN AUSTRALIA.
* TRAIN ON THE GENTLE SANDY SLOPES.
* SOAR ABOVE THE OCEAN AND MILES OF COLOURED SAND CLIFFS.
* EXCELLENT CONDITIONS FOR THE NOVICE PILOT.
* NOVICE RATING COURSES AVAILABLE.
* INSTRUCTIONAL TANDEM FLIGHTS.
* GLIDER TESTING, TUNING & TRIMMING.
* REPRESENTATIVE FOR MOYES GLIDERS & EQUIPMENT.
Bring the family and enjoy the National Parks, Fishing, Surfing,
Swimming, Freshwater Lakes and Nearby Fraser Island.
NO ONE KNOWS THE AREA BETTER!
ALAN GOLDSWORTHY
074 829328
November 1992
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The integrity of Moyes has been tried and tested over the past
14 years by the U.S. Hang Glider Manufacturers Association with
the successful certification of 20 models of hang gliders. The
very latest additions to our impressive list of certified gliders on
the 6th of October, 1992 are the XS II 155 and the XT 145jXT
145 PRO.
Moyes are the only second generation hang glider manufacturers
in the world, with over 25 years of commitment in hang glider
research and development. It is with this tradition of excellence
that we are able to bring you the finest gliders, from novice
through to the ultimate competition flying machine.

XT 145 / XT 145 PRO
XS II 155
XT 165 / XT 165 PRO
XC 155
XS 169
XS 155
XS 142
GTR 162VG RACE
GTR 162VG
MISSILE GT 170

1992
1992
1991
1990
1990
1990
1990
1987
1984
1983

MISSILE GT 190
MARS 170
MOYES MISSILE170
METEOR 190
METEOR 170
METEOR 150
MEGA 11170
MOYES MIDI
MOYES MAXI MK III
MOYES MAXI MK II

1983
1983
1982
1981
1981
1981
1980
1978
1978
1978

Moyes Delta Gliders P /L
173 Bronte Road
Waverley 2024 N.S.W.
Tel (02) 387 5622
Fax (02) 387 4472
14
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Sharing the Air
I'm every hang glider pilot's nightmare.
When conditions allow I fly a paraglider.
When they don't, I reach for a model plane.
To make it worse, I'm not really good at flying
either of them.
Certain similarities between our machines
make us use the same sites at the same time.
The useable airspace is usually quite limited
and it's a wonder we all manage to get along
so well. In fact, it seems to be more fun with
a bit of diversity in the air.
Everybody seems to do his or her best not
to interfere with somebody else's flight. If any
conflicting or dangerous situations arise it's
usually caused by a lack of knowledge about
the different type of flying. So let's shed a bit
of light into these dark areas.
Model gliders appear to be beautiful, gentle
toys. Some of them really are. Made of balsa
wood and light covering they can hover in the
slightest thermal and slowly float through the
air. They would disintegrate on the slightest
impact and the biggest danger for you, the
hang glider pilot, is the upset owner if you hit
one. Unfortunately most of the models you
meet on the slope are of a different kind. They
are often highly efficient flying machines
weighing around 4 kg, capable of speeds exc eeding 200 k /h. The missile-shaped
fibre glass fuselage, with its lead-filled nose
can make an awful mess of hum an tissue. This
kind of model should be treated with utmost
respect.
Most of the people flying these beasts are
well aware of the dangers and keep them well
clear of you. If somebody does not, he simply
has to be a homicidal maniac! Land immediately and remove him from the site by all
available means. But if the glider doesn 't
endanger you, simply ignore it. Its flier automatically acknowledges you have the right of
way and will clear your path whenever necessary. Never chase the model! It is extremely
difficult to judge mutual flying positions from
the ground. The model flier might try to avoid
a collision and achieve exactly the opposite!
Even if he misses you, he might not miss the
planet - and you could be surprised to hear that
his toy was worth much more than your hang
glider!

nasty surprises already , - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- ......
and I can recommend
this practice to every
pilot. You can have a
suitable "scout" model
glider for around
$200. It's less than the
Stay
cost of even the
cheapest funeral - and
more fun too!

f£

icf

~

ill

8,,~(;

at ...

ELM LODGE
MOTEL

As
for
hang
glider/paraglider
pilots relationships:
yes, they can consider
each other a bit of a
pest. The problems
can start as early as the
takeoff area. I'd like to
make a plea to hang
glider pilots: please,
FROM
assemble your glider
further away from the
ramp! We need only a
few minutes to get Group Bookings Discount Available
ready - but a bit more 17 Units including 5, 2 bedroom units available all with private
of room. Waiting un- fa~ilities, including linen. BYO towel. 1 acre cottage gardens, 2
necessarily for a clear mmu~es walk to town centre. Dining room, old style country
takeoff is a waste of cooking. BYO, or B&B $20
precious time for both Swimming pool, gas covered-in B.B.Q. & laundry facilities
of us. A place beside
Your hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett
the ramp is better than
Wood Street, Bright 3741 Ph: (057) 551144 Fax: (057) 55 2208
behind it. We can and
do fly backwards! A ,--------~~~~-""!"""-"""!'-~~---_I
paraglider landing on your half assembled
A bit of care is required while passing each
other. Wake turbulence can be unpleasant for
craft is fairly unpleasant for both parties invalved.
a hang glider. But a collapsed canopy can be
deadly - in the worst sense of the word. Please,
In the air it can become even worse. Accorddon't tum in front of us, at low altitudes it is
ing to hangies, a paraglider takes more room.
not fun! If you have a choice on how to pass
It is slow and cumbersome. It creates especiala paraglider, do not fly under it. They can
ly strong wake turbulence and can tend to
sometimes drop suddenly by a few metres.
hang in the area of the best lift. What a
Anything less than 15 m below a paraglider is
nuisance! Some of the newer, high perfornot a safe place to be!
mance canopies are a bit better in these
And again - try flying a jellyfish on those
respects, but generally in most situations hang
light days. It's fun, relaxing, no tonnes of
gliders eventually fly higher than lilos. I
weight to carry and hours to assemble. True,
believe it's in the best interest of both sides if
less flying ... But do you realise how the
the paraglider pilot clears the ~ for his
waiting on takeoff improves your social life?
counterpart and lets him reach his cruising
Jerry Stipek •
height. And then there is suddenly enough
room for everybody!

PER PERSON

If you want to do some formation flying
with the model, talk to the owner on the
ground first to make sure you know each
other's intentions. That way you can also get
some useful information about flying conditions. Model fliers know them better than
anybody else - unlike you, if they launch in
the wrong conditions, they survive to tell the
story.

I always fly a model before taking off with
my paraglider. It has saved me from a few

November 1992
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FOR SERIOUS RECREATION

Designed and manufactured by AirBorne
Wlndsports, the new Sting is the latest and most
advanced recreational glider on the market.
The idea behind the development of the Sting
was simple. The glider had to be quick to set up, fun
to fly and it had to look good.
The Sting is an all rounder, designed for the
pilot who enjoys a combination of coastal and
inland flying. Launch and landing is easy due to the
glider's excellent static balance. Even 'scratching' is
made easy because of the Sting's light handling and
small turning circle.
The Sting airfoil design is unique, giving a
gentle stall with positive feeedback to the pilot. The
glider has unsurpassed stability with a strong tendency
to return to trim. This leaves the pilot feeling secure in
even the roughest turbulence.
With the evolution of the Sting over the past
three years, comes the development of the new Sting
118 and 154. These two models supersede the
original Sting 166.

The Sting may be set up on the A-Frame or laid flat,
thereby accommodating for personal preference or
site characteristics and restrictions.
The Sting has a minimum number of battens, whilst
maintaining solid airfoil definition. This, coupled with
the quick clips, pip pin and airframe geometry has
resulted in an extremely fast set-up. The Sting, like
the Blitz, has a two to one reduction pull-back
system, making the set-up effortless and hassle free.
With the Sting we have developed a glider which
offers maximum strength with minimum weight.
But we didn't stop there. In an effort to set the
glider apart from the rest, we have paid careful
attention to its finish . The Sting's quality fittings and
bright silver airframe are second to none.
AirBorne's well developed quality assurance
program, which is unique to the industry, ensures that
every glider is built in accordance with the standard
it was deSigned to. This gives even the most
experienced pilot a sense of security when flying the
AirBome range of gliders.

AirBorne WindSports - Unit 12130 Kalaroo Road Redhead, NSW, 2290
Telephone (049) 499 199 Fax (049) 499395

Firebird Apache 29
Canopy Review by Bill Morris
reprinted from August Sky wings, with
thanks
If 1991 was the year when the intermediate
market became the most important in the
sport, 1992 l;Ias become the year when
manufacturers are building good performance
paragIiders with an emphasis on stability and
safety. Thus from Firebird comes the Apache,
midway between the Comanche at the low
end and the Navaho, nearing the end of the
development stage, at the high end. Out goes
the Twist and Ninja. In comes a canopy between the two in performance, with all the
modem tricks and an established better ride.
Apache 29 is a simple clean paraglider,
open cells, inflated tips and a smooth top
surface. It is made from Porcher Skytex 6.6
Nylon with Kevlar sheathed lines. As the
colour scheme is plan and regular there is an
arrow in the centre cell to help laying out, not,
as some wag was heard to remark, to remind
the pilot which way to fly. As the certification
rating of most new canopies is used to sell
them, as well as being of interest to pilots, I
will comment on the ratings. Apache has
straight A's from ACPUL with a cross braced
harness (like the Firebird Sitting Bull); but
with an ordinary seat this becomes a B for the
Asymmetric Tuck. This is the test where one
front riser is given a severe pull down to
collapse much more than half the canopy .
Why? Well, straight from the notes of Alain
Zoller who flew the tests: "The wing reopens
on its own after a rotation of approximately
180· according to the amount of tuck with the
ordinary harness without very rapid change in
axis. With cross bracing the result is identical
but the wing changes axis only 90·." This test
is meant to simulate a massive turbulence that
would take out most canopies. What the test
is meant to tell you is whether you will get out
of it, how long it will take on its own or
whether recovery is going to need pilot input.
Cross bracing gives support form the inflated
side and reduces the rotation. This is probably
too many words on the grading for this
canopy; do not treat it as criticism - more
explanation. If you do not want to try it out in
reality fly in good conditions and use cross
bracing sensibly. When I tried this test, but
applied opposite brake (because like many
pilots I am not going to hang around to find
out otherwise) it was in and out very quickly
without too much panic or thrashing about.
The other gradings of A's reflect what a
pleasant canopy this is to fly. On a good
thermic German day I tanked in and out, and
up and over thermals, without a tuck. The only
characteristic noticed by myself and other
Apache pilots was that the lines vibrate on full
speed.

November 1992

Coming straight off my Ninja I had to lose
some habits, like slamming the brakes on at
launch to stop overshooting. This is notnecessary - in fact it's a light push in comparison,
followed right through till the canopy is overhead. I found a touch of brake once running
forward got me off. Next bad habit was flying
around with a lot of brake on, an old 'gale
hangers' disease. Enough to feel the trailing
edge was fine. This is where stability versus
radical performance start to clash. If you have
a fast glider but need to keep it constantly on
hold, letting it go with your heart in your
mouth, then you may well be performing near
the curve of a stable intermediate flown comfortably flat out. I let the Apache go and
enjoyed it, the brake pressure was low, the
pulleys (instead ofD rings) make control less
grinding and the tum rate was good.
There is a standard repertoire for most
modem canopies; B lining and Big Ears. First
Big Ears pulled in from the outside A line you need to reach high past the maillons then
hold on to them let go and they come out. B
lining is becoming preferred by pilots for
emergencies (like getting sucked into clouds)
as it gives a fast but stable rate of descent. I
take hold on the B riser maillons, for grip
mostly, the initial pull has resistance then you
feel a small stall before the pressure reduces
and you are dropping fast, two to three times
faster than Big Ears. It is only the loss of
height that is dramatic, especially in the initial
stage, otherwise it is a most comfortable way
to lose height. To get out of it -let up gradually
and you will feel the pressure come back on.
I first tried easing it up then later tried letting
it go sharply - it made little difference, there
was no surge or swinging. But for care of the
canopy and lines easing off seems more sensible. You can also do wing overs, it is here
the canopy feels tame, there is not the surge
of energy when you come out with conversion
into a lot of lift. Having said that it makes this
exercise a lot more pleasant.
This is a very good canopy, very comfortable to fly and enjoyable. Pretty soon reviews
like this are going to be difficult, it will be
normal to have this sort of pleasant ride and
performance, standard oftest results and construction quality. The Apache manual proves
this, no frills, no inside tricks, - just plain
common sense advice, well written. One
recent change, the manual says there is no
speed system but after words from GB and NZ
(New Zealand) about strong dynamic conditions a speed bar system is now available. I
haven't seen it but it is described as "B down
gathering A and letting Cup". Verdict? Yes,
a good performance intermediate with pluses
for stable ride and ease of flying. After all
most pilots want to enjoy their flying.

2233 BH, 03 752 9675 AH. See page 21,
October 1992 Skysailor. •

Note: Australian agent - Christopher
Guthrie, The Paragliding Shop, 03 874
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ICOM

Count on us!

With Icoln,
you're never alone
up there

,

II

he IC-A20 MKII is your guarantee

channel memories, programme and memory

that whatever happens you will

scan capabilities provide simplicity of

never be alone in the skies. This powerful
handheld transceiver acts like a dependable

The IC-A20 MKII provides immediate

navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never

emergency frequency access and fully meets

lose contact with your base or the ground.

the tough requirements of the Department of

ICOM's state of the art VOR navigation
system includes Course Deviation Indicator
and Automatic Bearing Set System, and

to air transceivers.
No wonder pilots all around the world,
depend on the proven communication skills

your aircraft's location by receiving signals

of ICOM, wherever they fly.

from 2 VOR stations. So you always know

For further information call free on (008) 338 915

where you are and where you are heading.

or write to Reply Paid 1009 Ieom Australia Pty Ltd

turning knob or illuminated keypad, while 20

18

Transport and Communications for ground

includes DVOR mode that lets you find out

A dual tuning system allows you to use the

IC- A20 MKD

operation that few other models can match.

ICOM Auslralia', warranlY is only applicable
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P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3 181
Telephone (03) 529 7582

A.C.N. 006 092575

produCIS l)uTchased from Iheir aUlhorised Australian DealeYs.
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Eungella 1992
Once again Eungella turned on suitable conditions just in the nick of time. The three
weeks prior to the comp, we had a lot of days
over the back then just like someone threw a
switch the weather came good in time for a
couple of practice days with only one day over
the back giving us 7 valid days, 6 of which
were worth the maximum 1000 points.
The ramp modifications which provide a
lower and more secure platform area for wire
assistants were received with applause with
no reports of back aches from the wire assistants.
Gerry Gerus claimed the Golden Koala
award on round 7 to take out the prize for the
first pilot to go into the trees on takeoff since
the new ramp was built in June '91. ButI must
add that round 7 on Sunday was very strong
and gusty, out of 50 pilots, 11 chose not to
launch in the rough conditions, 20 opted for
the bomb out paddock after what seemed like
hours attempting to cross the first bowl, after
which only 2 pilots had the energy to refly,
yet 7 made goal at Garget Showgrounds,
averaging 20 kmlhr.
Two experienced pilots were caught out
earlier in the week flying over tiger country
with insufficient height to reach a safe landing
area. One pilot almost reached a landing area

at the cost of broken bones and glider, the
other landed 4 km from the nearest 4x4 track
60 foot up a tree in rough terrain, saved from
injury only by the parachute he deployed
which prevented the glider falling to the
ground. The SES had to be called to the rescue
and Bill Komeef made several flights over the
crash site in his trike to guide them in. Without
Bill and the highly visible orange parachute,
this may have been a very lengthy task. As it
was the pilot rescue took 9 hours and a similar
time to retrieve the glider. Thanks go out to
Bill and Patty, also the Finch Hatton State
Emergency Service.
Thanks also to all the pilots who attended
this year's compo And the following sponsors
for trophies and prizes.
Airborne Wind Sports, Enterprise Wings,
Aussie Skins, Moyes Delta Gliders, Reef
Enterprise Cruises, Carlton United Breweries,
Pinnacle Hotel, the Keg, Derek Frames, Garricks Camera House, Walkerston Seafoods,
Walkerston Store, Slade Point Supermarket,
Ocean International Resort, AFS Pharmacy,
Apollo cruises, Jade Cruises, Gretel Cruises,
Eungella Chalet and the North Queensland
Hang Gliding Region.
Ron Huxhagen, WhitsuruWY Hang Gliding
Club

Open
1
Drew Cooper
2
Mark Newland
3
Dave Adams
4
Dave Staver
5
Rob Hibberd
6
Warwick Gill
7
Tim Osborn
8
Dave Redman
9
Phil Pritchard
10
Paul Murdoch
11
Gerry Gerus
12
Graeme Etherton
13
Geoff Tulloch
14
Peter Aitkin
15
Warren Burgess
A Grade
1
Drew Cooper
2
Mark Newland
3
Dave Adams
4
Dave Staver
5
Warwick Gill
B Grade
Dave Redman
1
Warren Burgess
2
3
Justin Beplate
4
Michael Bristow
5
Brian Hayhow
C Grade
Darrel Franklin
1
2
Neville Thompson
3
Chris Aniftos •

when gliding in bright

TEST

stop at ...

.f{He

LIQU1D
If you live in the Sydney area
and are interested in test flying
a crisp new MOYES GLIDER ...

Vicki
(02) 387 5622
The Factory

·BAR/RESTAURANT/CAFE.
casual & friendly atmosphere
Come along ... and enjoy yourself
meals: home cooked & scrumptious: from $4.50 - $12.00

* Mexican * steak * burgers
... and lots more ...
bar:

* spaghetti * vegetarian

* beers * wines * spirits * cocktails etc,
all at pub prices

coffee:
games:

or

~ AM-BAR

* cappuccino * expresso * teas * cakes
* backgammon * cards * chess etc ...

8 Anderson St Bright Vic 3741 (opp. clock tower)

Chris and Dave
(042) 942 545

Ph: 057 552318
Open: 5.00 pm 'till late

Aerial Technics

10% discount when this ad is mentioned
November 1992
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HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED
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STATEMENT OF I NCOME AND EXPENDITURE

...

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30TH JUNE, 1992
199 2

$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash at Bank :
B A Australia Cash Management Account
Executive Account
Skysailor Account
Trike Account
West pac- Cash Management Account
Womens Hang Gliding Team Account
World Team Account
Petty Cash on Hand
Merchandise Stock on Hand (At Cost)
Accounts Receivable
HGFA Debtors
Merchandise on Consignment
Skysailor Advertising

en
~

~
r-

o
:z:I

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

2652
200

100534
133416
740
186
94914
363
59
641
22437

729

$ 161518

TOTAL NON CURRENT ASSETS
AFsETS

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS

2205
4701
2081

Members Funds
Balance as at 1st July
Add: Surplus from Operat i ons

r:r
ell

~

....CD
CD
N

INCOME
Certificat es, Registrati o n Fees a nd
Insurance Levies
Competition Fees Received
Grants Received
Interest Received
Late Payment Fees
Membership subscriptions
Net Fundraising Womens Hang Gliding Team
Net Profit o n Merchandise Sales
Seminar and Coaching Fees
Skysailor Advertising
State Fees Received
Sundry Income

$

2253
17800
553
9660
5251

10 285
3 250
53590
14270
1585
309658
4224
14867
14200
16652
49971
19945

$ 268237

$ 512497

20
55500
13347
163853
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$ 362277

6727
4202
$

2525

14948
7443
$

7505

$ 164043

$ 369782

1500

17881

$ 1500

$ 17881

$ 162543 - $ 351901

REPRESENTED BY:

3

1 99 2

TOTAL INCOME

o....,N
10
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CURRENT LIABILITIES
Sundry Creditors

~

::C:r'I»

Q.'e

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Plant and Equipment (At Cost)
Furniture and Off i ce Equipment
Less : Accumulated Depreciation

TOTA['

z

19 91

$

S

89000
66337
2439
161

0

-<('D

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE. 199 2
1991

128435
34108

162543
189358

$ 162543

$ 351901

LESS EXPENSES
Administrative Wages
Affiliation Fees
Audit Fees
Bank Charges
Convention Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance
Meetings
Executive Committee
HGFA Sub-committees
Other
Office Expenses
Postage and P.O. Box Hire
Printing and Stationery
Production of Operations Manuals
Seminar and Coaching Expenses
Skysailor Production and Distribution
State Fee Refunds
Sundry Expenses
Team Competition Expenses
Other
Womens Hang Gliding Championships
World Championships
World Paragliding Championships
Telephone
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

The accompanying Notes form part of these Financial Statements.

SURPLUS FROM OPERATIONS FOR THE YEAR

48461
4198
1071
5407

38929
4672
3110
1668
10708
3050
23973

3241
24896

5456

12190
3601
3064
4555
11473
14039
5816
31847
59546
55454
751

5834
5558
24618
19677
28121
30081
22378

11925
10842
4500
6262

6296
$ 234129
$ 34108

$

323139

$ 189358
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Walwa Churchyard
With lifted wing upon the final step
Take balance, love of danger; fear of death
A rush and on the wind he leapt
To coil himself upon the mountain's breath,
And rising swift he sought the freezing height,
In silence.
He tiptoed through the columns of the cloud
Its caverns Heaven soft, but deep as sin,
He whispered lest his voice be heard aloud
And wake the demon sleeping there within.
Then carefu~ climbed the sunlit crystal wall
In silence.

And leaves her rule her mountain home,
In silence.
To goal now, in an easy glide,
No anxious hunt for rising air
Run joyful, in a swooping slide
Run laughing from the eagle's lair,
Wing over wing, then settle there
Beside the Poplar.
For those who tried with cloth and string
For those who flew, for those who fell
What cost, but what a prize to win
For us to race where eagles dwell
Then meet with family and friends
In Walwa Churchyard.

Then stretched his limbs towards the misty hills,
Anon
His goal beyond the ridge, a distant span
His shadow followed faithful in the fields,
Mt Emu
Brian Read on a snow
It darted, like a swallow, on the dams.
On Sunday September 20 John Adams, Brian Read and Steve Hossack trundled up to
Then flickered in the forest and was lost,
Emu 1 launch on someone's snow plough. Johnno thought it looked a bit ordinary, so
he left his glider at home, figuring it wasn't worth it just for a sleddie.
In silence.
Sure enough, Brian and Steve lobbed off, got into some thermal lift and rode all the
There rising from her fortress pines
y to 4,800 feet. After nearly 2 hours up, they headed over to John 's place at TawonWith armour bronze and taloned hand,
ga to land. Just to rub it in, no doubt! Nice one.
She screams "This mountain it is mine"
And knowing not this beast is man,
She cuts and feels the cut is deep.
Cold watch for mortal wound to weep,
In Silence.
Then eagle in confusion flies,
Is this the master of the skies?
This beast who neither bleeds nor dies,
Nor heeds the fury of my cries
Stares fearless in my fearful eyes.
Yet turns to give me victory,
In silence.
Then seeing that the beast would go,
and seeing that the beast was low,
She led him quickly to the core.
Hot rushing from the rocks below,
There wing to wing they wheel and soar
Till loving her he turns no more.

STOP PRESS
SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND REGIONAL COMPETITION
1ST

DREW COOPER

XS155

TREVOR PURCELL
DAVE REDMAN

XS 155
XS155

BGRADE
1ST
2ND
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CADINS \ \ HANG GUDING CLUB

Hello all,
Well the weather has been continuing very
unpredictable and not too suitable for flying.
One thing we can be thankful for is that we
had unbelievable conditions for the Gillies
competition. After low cloud bases and almost no flying up there, Friday dawned clear
with a good cloud base. The few of us there
had a good practice day with mainly successful runs around the valley. Saturday the first
day of the comp arrived once again clear with
a good base. The roll up this year although not
quite as good as last, still numbered 36 with
Carl Braden of Enterprise Wings up here to
show us how it was done. There was a good
field with 15 A graders and 21 B graders.
The first day we had about 5500 ft height
and a NE wind at about 10 kIn making great
conditions. The A graders were sent around
the triangle in the valley and then to Malanda.
In the valley conditions were reasonable with
most of the field making the lap, but as usual
over the back was another story. The going
was very slow with the usual light lift.
Nobody made goal but Carl landed only 1 kIn
short. Myself being about 5 kIn behind him
and the rest of the field spread out over the
back. The B graders faired much better with
Mark Savage and Warren Burgess making
goal with the same time and our own resident
female Eagle Marg zooming in only minutes
after the guys. The only incident of the day
was a crash and bum on landing performed by
the one and only expert in that field, Dave
Staver, who on landing hit a thermal and
ended up digging holes in the turf farm big
enough to do a leading edge and upright.

Back at camp that night a great meal was
had by all with all the delights of the sea.
Many thanks to Marg for the great food, I am
sure all will agree.
Just after everyone thought they had things
sorted out the next day dawned with clear
skies (much to our amazement) and winds
from the SE at up to 30 kn. This made a whole
different ball game. After much discussion it
was decided to shorten the triangle to the rail
bridge and send the A graders over the back
to TaIga race course and then head wind back
to Keri. The B graders decided that they also
wanted to fly over the back so it was decided
that they would have goal at the race course
at TaIga. The conditions that day were to
prove quite amazing with some very unusual
lift being found between tum point 1 and 2
consisting of great bands of lift at about 500
to 800 up and seeming to go on forever. Paul
at tumpoint 2 was having a difficult time to
see the little specs up there much less identify
the gliders. This provoked a classic comment
by Paul back to a pilot who was describing his
colours over turnpoint, that as far as he was
concerned, at that height all the gliders looked
blue and green. The triangle was easy if you
did it high but for those who got low it was a
disaster with a fair few pilots landing in the
turf farm.
Back on the ridge things were not so good
with very strong winds making the whole
northern point a rotor and the only manageable lift in front of the take off or to the south.
That day would see pilots further south on the
ridge than ever before. Everyone was having
a very hard time to get that one good thermal
to jump the rain forest. With much struggling
a few made it over only to have to land before
the dam. But as luck would have it a few of
us managed to get over the kilometre or so of
water. With B graders Mark Savage and Justin
Beplate showing the A graders how it was
done and of the A graders only Ethel and
myself making it. Ethel landed at Keri and I
made the race course at TaIga. All things
considered we had
a great 2 days of
competition.

PROFESSIONAL

The final placingswere:
A grade: 1st Gerry
Gerus, 2nd Carl
Braden,
3rd
Graeme (Ethel)
Etherton
B Grade: 1st Mark
Savage, 2nd Marjorie Beattie, 3rd
Justin Beplate.

U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
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Money was paid
down to 7th place
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which still makes this one of the best paid
camps in Australia.
As far as the Cairns flyers were concerned
this was the best year we have had with seven
of our pilots in the money; good on you, guys.
We also decided that since there were a
good number of our club pilots at the camp,
each day of the Gillies would count as a
separate comp for the club championship.
Hopefully we will get two or three more
rounds in before the AGM. So far below are
the total scores towards the club championship. We will also be having second and third
placings at the AGM.

Comp1 Comp2 Comp3 Total
Gerry
6
10
9
25
Marg
11
0
8
19
Warrick 0
8
6
14
7
Phil
2
7
16
Ian Mc
0
9
3
12
4
8
Ian Gr
4
12
Nev
0
6
5
11
Steve
9
0
0
9
Paul
7
0
0
7
3
Croc
4
0
7
Kevin
5
0
4
9
7
Ray
0
2
9
0
5
Chris
5
0
0
Andrew
0
1
1
John
1
0
0
1
Well that is about all the excitement for
now. Next month we shall tell you about
Eungella. Till then safe flying.

Gerry

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
It's time to book your accommodation for
the 1992 Rainbow Beach Hang Gliding Competition. This year's event will be bigger than
ever at picture postcard Rainbow Beach. This
is one of the few venues you can bring the
whole family who won't then feel like
widows and orphans once you have launched.
Side activities include fabulous fishing, surfing, swimming, bush walking, sailing and the
list goes on and on. Included in your $25
competition fee is a free 'get to meet the
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pilots' BBQ. For more information give me a
call on 074 821664.

we'll see Daryl ina new XS every comp from
now on - if Moyes are on the ball.

Accommodation can be booked at:
Rainbow Beach Holiday Village, Rainbow
Beach Rd - 074 863222 and Rainbow Waters
Holiday Park, Carlo PtRd - 074 863200.

Some· hard decision were made at our last
club meeting resulting in the suspension of
two pilots for one and two months respectively. The need to take punitive action is regrettable and an admission of our collective
failure to communicate effectively. However
I do feel that these precedents were necessary
and an indication of a new maturity within the
sport.

Competition commences on 27 December
1992 and requires 3 flying days to complete.
Father Christmas, Rob Keen has a new bundle
of club merchandise including the great new
T-shirts. Cost - long sleeve $25, short sleeve
$20. Also club car stickers $2. Be quick before
you miss out!

Ron Rimlws, President

New South Wales

Yet another illegal pilot with glider set up
discovered by your truly at Tallows launch.
The pilot lied about both his financial and
rating status. He had to sign up before flying.
Don't bother to come to any Byron Bay
club sites if you are not legal! Please tell your
friends who don't get Skysailor. We are insisting on seeing your proof of status or you
will not be permitted to fly.
If any safety officers out there would like to
know about a "no agro" approach to the above
problem please call me on 066 858868. I do
believe that we are handling these difficult
situations well.

HANG (aiDING CLUB

BYRON BAY

Rodney Stoddart

Congratulations to Daryl Franklyn for winning the C grade at Eungella (23rd overall).
Daryl is an intermediate from Byron with one
year's experience as a hang glider pilot! I
guess that's IT for C grade Daryl! No doubt

Great Lakes Hang Gliding
Club
Hello fellow Airheads!
For those of you who have not yet heard the

good news, we have formed a new club in the
Forster!Tuncurry!Pacific Palms area to help
foster the growth of the sport in our area. Our
first meeting was held on the 9.9.92 and our
officer bearers were elected as follows:
President - Jim Parsons
Vice-Pres - Rick Evans
Secretary - Steve Bailey
Treasurer - Geraldine Evans
Regional Rep - Craig Worth
Club Safety - Bob Barnes
Our club objectives are:
1.

to promote the growth of the sport in our
area;

2.

to localise the club scene thus allowing
us to get together more often socially;

3.

to broaden the awareness of our activities
in our community and dispel misconceptions regarding our sport;

4.

to encourage beginner and novice pilots
and help them to advance safely towards
a fun flying future; and

5.

to act wholly within the guidelines set
down within the HGFA Operations
Manual.

We have set a flat fee of$5 an adult for club
membership, with a maximum family rate of
$10. Membership is open to all interested
parties and all fees forwarded to the secretary
by mail will be issued with a receipt by return

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease
of handling. Suitable for both intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in
difficult conditions with Class AlB SHY Acpuls rating. High speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide
(7:1) make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise and even convince the
sceptics. Fly the canopy which has the highest measured glide of any certified canopy (BezauAustria
' 92) and the speed which won the Torrey Pines air race. From $4750

CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate
class, a well proven performer under varied conditions as well as goodnaturedness in difficult piloting situations. Excellent glide ratio
(measured at 6.4 to 1) and easy handling. New type of speed system
extends speed range to more than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both beginning
and intermediate pilots. SHY Acpuls Class A. From $3850
DIABLO New for '92, good performance intermediate canopy, 3 riser,

Corrado Challenger

laminated upper surface for longer life, speed system, ACPULS all 'A'
certification, from $3250

Challenger C (Expert)

Like a second chance? Our emergency parachutes start from $595 with long or short bridle.
Hall wind speed indicators· $45.00.
Harnesses· several types available.

Call for prices on second-hand canopies from $1200

Garry Stevenson
34 Cambra Road Belmont Yic 3216

Phone 018 351389 BH, AHlFax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
November 1992
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II

mail. We hope to have you on board! Steve
Bailey, 21 Surfview Ave, Forster NSW 2428.
We would also like to extend an invitation
to all to attend our first fly-in and combined
Xmas Party weekend to be held on the 2829th of November at Pacific Palms. We hope
to fly on Saturday, party on Saturday night
and have Santa arrive for the kids on Sunday
morning before flying again Sunday afternoon. We need to know numbers for organising so please RSVP to the secretary if you
think you would like to attend.
We will keep you informed with the
progress ofthe club with regular letters in this
section of Skysailor, so until next time, safe
flying.

able to attend please do so as we have to stop
this type of business dealing.
On a brighter note, me old mate Alfie is up
and about. Good to see no crutches. Won't be
long now before you see him circling
skywards.Robin and family are heading north
with his Aero and paraglider to live. All the
best Robin.
We had another excellent flying day on
Sunday. Saw 10 pilots in the air all over a
grand. Peter Rayfield had the height of the day
with the bald eagle right up with him.
So fly high and stay safe, Duncan Brown

P .S. Hope you can all come!

Central Coast Hang Gliding
Club
Howdy all
How's your flyin' been? High as a kite we all
hope. We have been blessed with some unbelievable flying weather oflate - great spring
weather. One easterly Wednesday saw Gary
Moulston out of sight, XT Mark flew for 4
hours, myself and paraglider Rob flew for 2
hours, Ian Duffy in his huge ferry boat tandem
machine; all had excellent long flights.
On to a sadder note; one of our club members just got a little ripped off by a hang
gliding business down south. Won't mention
any names but he told me he bought a sail,
sent down a deposit and they sold it before he
had the chance to pay for it. If that's the way
they conduct their business I would be very
careful dealing with that company in future.
They even would not admit to their mistake
and told the pilot involved to take them to
court over this matter; a lot of money for court
fees which the pilot involved does not have.
He said he was going to bum his glider to the
ground at Stanwell Park in protest. Wait for
that date, it will be in Skysailor; all who are

Stanwell Park Snippets
Apologies for having failed to appear for a
few issues, but the new (now old) Editor
disappeared into the Royal National Park and
was last seen in a business suit on wheels ...
So now The Snippets are proudly presented
to you by the new Office Bearers of the
SPHGC who were elected at the AGM held
in early October. EI Presidente Derrick Ingles
stepped down from the limelight after a somewhat stressed close to his term, and Geoffrey
Robertson resigned as Secretary because he
can't write any more. Thanks very much to
you both and to Jo McNamara, and all other
helpers the club has had in the last 2 years, for
your sterling efforts.
After much squabbling between the overwhelming number of candidates volunteering
for the positions on offer, Andrew Nethery
won the toss for President, Annelies Norland
was (in her absence) voted in as Secretary, and
Ian Lobb just managed to hold onto the purse
strings for yet another appreciated stint as
Treasurer.

Three new positions were filled: Mark
Barnfield is our Regional Club Representative, Helen
Jeffs
is
Club/School
Liaison Officer
and El former
Presidente Derricko Inglisi has
foolishly volunteered to be ComAERO·TOW RELEASES
petitions
for bang gliding...$25
Directore. On ya!

" L~l~~,m~~j
•
•

"'~

3·RING TOW RELEASES
for bang gliding and paragliding... $40
(as recommended by HGFA Towing Manual)
• TOW ENDORSEMENT COURSE
for paraglider pilots
24

Much discussion
has been going on
of late regarding
safety at Stanwell
Park, and there
have been some
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developments which are outlined below.
Firstly, the Club/School Liaison Officer exists to put each newly qualified pilot in contact
with two experienced local pilots, who will be
their "buddies" through their early stages of
flying solo at Stanwell Park. The idea is that
buddies will help pilots during the important
early stage of flying after they have finished
formal instruction. For example, initially you
might call your buddies if you have any questions about take off or landing at Stanwell.
When you've gained more experience you
might get some advice from your buddies on
top landings or flying down the coast.
So, any newly qualified pilot who will fly at
Stanwell should feel free to contact Helen
Jeffs 042 943665 to be given the names and
telephone numbers of their Buddies! A buddy
system like this is used in England, and
SPHGC members have supported the introduction of this system at Stanwell. So if you
have just learnt to fly, please don't be backwards in stepping forward (?) and giving
Helen a call.
Secondly, if you are a new or visiting pilot
planning to fly at Stanwell Park, please don't
hesitate to approach fellow pilots on the hill
for local advice before flying. There are usually experienced local pilots or Safety Officers
on the hill, but if not you should also feel free
to call the numbers listed in the front of
Skysailor or on the Club Noticeboard near the
monument at launch. The same rule applies as
at any site - if you're not sure, don't fly!
Thirdly, we are working on updating the old
site guide and will be approaching the
proprietors of the ice cream van (on launch)
and the Kiosk (at the bottom landing area)
about advertising and selling the Site Guide.
In the meantime we will consider issuing the
old site guide with a few important amendments, if this seems worthwhile.
And finally, PLEASE NOTE! The club has
agreed to the following new safety regulation.

"There will be no free-flying within a
SOm radius of take-off and landing areas
when gliders are capable of flying outside
these areas. "
We encourage all pilots to observe this
regulation to minimise traffic around take-off
and landing areas leading to safer flying for
all.
Don't forget all newly qualified and visiting
pilots are always welcome to attend our club
meetings held on the first Sunday of each
month at 7.30 pm at the Helensburgh
Workers' Club.
On the party front, the Stanwell Park v.
Newcastle comp will take place over the first
two weekends of December: at Stanwell Park
on 5-6 December and Newcastle on 12-13
December. Our Christmas Party will co-incide with the camp, being held at the Imperial
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just like they said it would be. The
flying was on almost every other
day.
Not a lot to report on the local
scene. This month's meeting was
carried over to the following
month due to the long weekend.
Anyone wanting to come to a
meeting is most welcome. Meetings are held on the first Monday
of the month at 7.30 pm at Gunghalin Football Club, 16 Georgina
Cres, Kaleen.
From what I've heard, the flying
has been virtually non-existent
this month, although Peter Muffett managed to get up at Pig Hill
for nearly an hour's thermalling
with Grant Heaney. I also heard
Roger Linch snuck off to Forbes
and managed to get his first good
XC flight over 40 k, making goal.
A pretty good effort for the day
I'm told. If this could be confirmed, it may be a nomination for
the Eagle Award next month, aye!
This corning Sunday 18th October, a working bee has been or-

Own your

own radio!
ICOM IC4O'5
UHF RADIOS
DISCOUNTED!
AUBtralla'B beBt Belling UHF radloB.
Talk direct or UBe repeater BtatlonB
on the cryBtal clear FM band. Choice
of the origlnaIIC-4O. Btrong. reliable
and budget priced. or the 40G with
LCD diBplay, programmable Bcan &
background lighting or the 40G Plu5
with an upgraded long life battery
pack. For pilotB & crew theBe compact. powerful ni-cad battery powered radloB are real winnerB.
12 monthB factory guarantee.

* with Free carry caBe. limited offer

4OGPlu5

As for Eungella, congratulations to Mark
Newland and Dave Adams for corning 2nd
and 3rd respectively, and also to Drew Cooper
(a Northern Beaches Interloper) for taking out
first prize. Well done!
Lastly, the new club officials wish to acknowledge the sterling efforts of the previous
club administration in lobbying for the
reinstatement of GetSmart to its rightful place
as a regular television feature. Justice has
been done.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY·$16
ICOM A-20
AIRBAND RADIOS

We are looking forward to a good month's
flying. There is a bite in the sun when it comes
out from behind the clouds. Hopefully the bad
weather is behind us and those thermals are
going to start carrying us away from the hill
for some good XC flights.

~Canyca5e&

'Til next month - take care.

~ AC & DC chargers.

Phil Robinson, President

A-20
$650.00
A-20MK11 $690.00
NEXT DAY DELIVERY $18

Victoria

NEED AN INTERCOM ?!
ULTRACOM Helmets and Intercoms, the
worlds most popular sport aviation system! Noise cancelling headset and mike
for quiet effortless communications. Can
be patched into all ICOM radios. Two
helmets with Intercom $850. Helmet only
with coms $360. Full face visors $33.

ACT

VHGA Committee Report
The following is an important reminder for
the 1992/93 flying season:

YES

Mail. phone or Fax your orderB to
UB. Bankcard. ViBa. MaBtercard OK.
PriceB quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES

Use of Sites:
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Want to fly legally near
the cloudbaBe or at
MTAF alrfleldB '? Fly Bafe
and legal with the aircraft band ICOM A-20.
The new A-20 MK 11 with
programmable Bcan.
backlit panel. updated
VOR navigation function
& a frequency Belection
"on the top" capability.
YeB. fully DOTC Legal !

for the day. I hope we can get a
good turnout, as it is a small price
to pay for the hours of flying we get from Pig
Hill on his property. There will bea bring your
own everything BBQ at the end of the day.

Fly safely ... The Snippets Team

Well I have just returned from a three week
break at Rainbow Beach, where the weather
was beautiful one day and perfect the next,

Only $ 560

ICOM headBet with PTT $ 95.00

Owen Kean under instruction of his big brother Shaun ganised by Anthony Gerard to
at Lake George _p Phil Robinson
give Tim Webb a hand on the farm
Hotel, Clifton on Saturday 5 December at 8
pm, where a hot dance band will be providing
entertainment. Everybody is welcome to
corne along to the comp and the party. Contact
Derrick Inglis 042 942305 for details of the
compo

Only $ 485
Only $ 540 •

IC-4O
40G

Travel on main access roads only;
Limit the number of vehicles using access
roads where possible; especially accessing
Elmhurst.

SKYSAILOR

SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869
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State, Club & Re ion News continued ...
Litter / refuse to be removed by pilots and/or
crews;
Observe general meteorological conditions
considered safe for flying at all sites.
Beware power lines - may be strung between
tree lines;
they are located near most buildings;
Rules Re Fire Danger
NO Hang Gliding in Mt Cole area if a day
of Total Fire Ban;
No smoking on sites. This rule must be observed at all times - this rule applies also to
landing areas;
Pilots to assist CFA in fire prevention by
reporting out breaks via UHF radio;
There may be possible cancellation of hang
gliding activities due to bush fires.

Use of Private Property / Public Lands
Treat land owners well, without their goodwill we can't fly;
If they give assistance pay for it;
Be their friends and they will be yours, don't
take them for granted.
Close gc:tes immediately behind you, the
rule is if You open it You close it, if there is
more than one car You close it behind all of
them, at the next gate somebody else does it
all for you.
Land in designated landing areas where applicable;
Do not land in designated prohibited areas;
Do not climb over fences use gates;
Do not land in cereal crops;
Do not land in heavily stocked paddocks,
especially those containing horses;
Public Relations
Behave well towards the public, inform
them of your sport, encourage their interest, it
is important to our future. To quote my friend
Wendy" Don't be naughty". She will kill me
for that.
Parachutes
If you haven't had your parachute inspected
or repacked for at least 12 mOllths then now
is the time to do it. Mine has just been done
and yours should be too.

You might be interested to know that
Paradynamics are offering a conversion
modification of the Parachutes Australia flat
circular model to pulled apex configuration. I
have just had mine converted and being the
wimp I am, before proceeding with the conversion I checked with Mr Smith ,
owner/designer at PA and he had been consulted by Ray Williams (Association member
and Paraglider Pilot) ofParadynarnics on the
conversion.
If you don't know the pros and cons of the
pulled apex and the flat circular configuration
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then it is obvious that you did not attend the
Safety/Training Seminar.

A Note EspeciaUy For Less Experienced
Pilots
To reiterate from two months ago in this
column, if you have only been in the sport a
little while it would be educational for you to
visit a competition; it's stimulating, not that
you need ever enter one, you can have a
thoroughly enjoyable flying career without
being competitive, MOST pilots do not fly
competitions.
Most important, don't attempt to learn this
sport in giant steps but take lots and lots of
very small ones. Small steps don't blow your
confidence, they build it, and generally they
keep you healthy. Take heaps of small steps
and you will probably achieve your goals
even more quickly.
Well that's all for this month except to ask
that you all exercise good judgement and fly
safely over the summer.
Fly safe, fohn Twomey, Secretary

~~~~

PARAGLIDING

MELBOURNE
Skyhigh Paragliding Club
G'day Jellies
We've just recovered from another epic club
night at the Retreat. The full-house signs went
up early as we settled down to a great night's
entertainment. Ken had just returned from the
washed out NSW Open but encouraged us to
go up and compete in the next round.
We gave the monthly flying award to Garry
Stevenson for his remarkable 16,00 ft + (with
0 2) 50 k flight at the Owens Valley in California. He showed us his barograph and his video
and told us how awesome it was and how
wonderful the Challenge C is - again!
Anyway well done, Garry.

pilots, Ken thinks there is a need for a more
nationally oriented specialised paragliding
newsletter. There is a lot going on in this
rapidly growing sport both here and overseas
and Ken feels that there are many pilots
desperate for more information. The National
Paragliding News will be supplied to all club
members as part of our regular club news and
anybody interested is welcome to subscribe.
This new section will regularly feature contributions from interstate and overseas
paragliding pilots.
The Department of Conservation and Environment has officially advised the VHGA
of its approval of a new take-off site for
paragliders at Mt Buffalo. Please note that this
new site has been rated for Advanced Pilot
Certificates only and anybody wishing to fly
there should contact Mr Brian Webb EIRSIJ.
Intermediate pilots may be able to use this site
but only under the direction of local paragliding instructors - again contact Webby.
There are new canopies and new importers
everywhere at the moment. Most people seem
to be going for new generation straight "A"
wings like the Space, Apache, Axis, Atoll, etc
etc. It's going to be interesting to see just how
well these wings perform. I suspect that in the
end these new Intermediates will be pretty
much the same and not far behind the more
"advanced" wings. I think that the only wing
that will still out gun the rest will be the
Challenge C - it will be the one to follow this
summer!
Keep it up, Robin Gauld

North East Victoria Hang
Gliding Club Inc
If you fly the north-east regularly, you ~
to keep abreast of developments in our area.
So become a member and receive the club's
informative newsletter! Membership registration forms can be obtained from :
NE.V.H.G.C., 39 Elgin St, Myrtleford Vic
3737, Enquiries 057 522694.

The SAHGA Saga

SAHGA

The Dunny Seat was awarded to Trevor
Danger who is doing well to maintain the
integrity of the family name. Trevor was
hung-up at Southside recently in an incident
that could have been quite serious. His face is
still the colour of his glider. As a result of this
the club is investigating the purchase of a cliff
rescue kit for members i.e. a good length of
rope.
Ken has plans to up-grade the club newsletter to include a section of National paragliding
news. After talking with many interstate
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Spring is with us (supposedly) and Ace is
away for a week so I'm writing the spiel for
him this month. The floods have continued
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into October, including the first weekend of
the State Comps, which was unflyable. The
number of entrants was also fairly low but at
least it gave a second chance for those who
couldn't make it that weekend to enter.
The Labour Day holiday, Monday, was of
course a good flying day, there being no comp
round scheduled for that day. All those who
had squelched back home on the Sunday
missed a potentially good day at/fromIllawarra. Kev Cowie managed to dribble over the
back from there on his "new" XS. On the other
side of town, another 4 or 5 sites were flown
simultaneously. Blenky and Space did the Mt
Terrible 10 km milk run to Mt Compass, home
of the infamous cow race. In fact Blenky
loved it so much he went back and did it again!
A fair crowd of hang gliders and paragliders
assembled at Myponga and enjoyed possibly
its last good day of the season. Conditions
were also good at Wirrinna with the cliffs
from Rapid Bay to Lady Bay being soarable.
Scott Robinson got rotored on top-landing in
the paddock behind launch. Other pilots
should be aware of this potential hazard except in high winds. Ross, Paul and Mike also
flew Cape Jervis but it wasn't on for the whole
coast run.
The Marino Rocks site has now been flown
with the full airspace concession and no
mobile phone equipment. The Beagle boys
flew there in between showers the following
weekend. Gary Ninnes (in the news again)
recovering from a twisted neck (see below)
from the night before, reported that his base
bar failed in flight and the back up wire saved
him. He had drilled a hole through it at one of
the bends to install a switch! Speaking of the
Beagle boys it's obviously been a cold winter
because there's a baby beagle boom coming
up. Jenny Robinson, Linda Pettitt, Paul Foote,
Valerie Wearing-Smith and Jo Dowsett will
be joining Suzy Watson in the matemity
wards next year.
Pat Finch (also known as "Fat Pinch" and
"Electric Pat") laid on an excellent show
which a quarter of the club attended and greatly appreciated. Highlight of the show was the
infamous "mouse wheel", the cross between
a trampoline, an exercise conveyor belt and a
human-sized tumble drier. This was entertaining for most, but painful for some,
with George, Gary, Andy and Pebo
all getting injured. SAHGA is
going to solve all its financial
problems by selling copies of the
video. Also on show was the Finch
flying museum, with relics of
countless home-buiIts from
Birdman rally machines to rigid
wings to PHGs. Pat certainly has
done some amazing things in his
time. Great show, Pat.
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Other good news is that the Vics have accepted our challenge to contest the SA/Vic
trophy at a tow launched comp at Easter. They
have proposed a venue at Birchip on the Sunraysia highway, which sounds good. It may
even be a National Ladder compo We now
only have four pilots in the A grade (top 50)
as a result of last season.
Some good news also on the airspace front:
the CAA are redesigning the Adelaide CTA
to make the "inverted wedding cake" shape
steeper. This will give us more legal freedoms
e.g. a 4500' ceiling at Mt Terrible. Expected
introduction date is mid '93.
Hopefully we will all have received our
Operation Manuals by the time this is printed.
All pilots should read and digest the relevant
sections as it will change the way we operate
in some ways. The Exec will be working out
how to put some of the new procedures into
action. Some of our safety officers are concerned about personal liability, which needs
investigating. Even though we voted against
this document, with all its new rules and regs
at the HGFA AGM, it is coming into force and
we have to live and work with it.
Until next time, Norm D Plume

HGAWA

over the horizon and over the bombed out, to
record her longest flight. On ya Munt! Rob
Fullwood has been higher than anyone else! I
must get my hands on some of his hay fever
drugs. There have been more sneezes than rats
in a plague.
You'll all be pleased to know that Graeme
Openshaw and Sue, who doesn't need a last
name because she's one and only, are working
on updating the site guide. It should be available when they finish.
The awards this month saw the turbulent
career of our correspondent John Kilgour
reach a climatic high. He could, of course,
only go up from the pitiful abyss in which he
had previously sank. To him then goes the
Eagle.
Binky (there's only one of them as well) is
that a fridge in your tent, or have you been
swimming?
I know that the previous paragraph would
have been the most obvious and indeed logical, one to contain news of the Ring of Confidence. The thing is, that at the end of the
arrow in my concise notes taken at the
HGAWA meeting there is no name. There of
course should be. As it is though, my arrow
points limply off into a vast vacant void. I
shall endeavour to N.B. it in later.
Paul Kuruckchijust wandered in from dinner and he thinks it may have been won by
Johathon Back. That does sound vaguely
familiar but it was fierce competition. I do
remember that much. People say my
memory's shot because I ... but this probably
isn't the time or the place.

Dearest Airheads
Despite not supporting the appropriate facial
hair, your foreign correspondent is on location
in Dally. Here in Twin Peaks amongst the
debris of this abode, an article takes form.
This is the naked journalism of the ilk which
saw inhabitants of the White House dramatically change. This is the frontline. This is
where the action is. This is going to be difficult.
God, (we're on a first name basis you know)
where to start? Today Anna Munt disappeared

(The key to the following paragraph is to say
'Hooray' where you see the asterisk.) Three
cheers for Andrew Humphries. Hip ., hip .,
hip •. I gave you the key first so that you
wouldn't think I was writing A.H. was hip,
hip, hip. I mean, really? Congratulations,
Andrew, the new president of the HGFA.
I've finally finished . I don't believe it. Now
all I have to do is find a fax.
Good luck to everyone over the summer;
I'm heading off for a couple of month's
holiday. I can't keep up this hectic pace.
Hang loose. David Cobbold

~
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Moyes Mission 170 (int) low hrs white MS blue
LE v gd cond $1800 ono ph Ivan L 02 3654905
World Beater 151 (int) gd cond $800 ono ph 066
884148
Moyes Pod blue grey turquoise ex cond suit to
6'2" $400 ono ph Jason 02 9487032
Foil C 152 (int) ex cond exchange tor gd int glider
ph Ross 049 431900, 018 687020
FoIl160B (Int) white MS orange LE spare speed
bar & upright $1100 also
Podllte harness by Danny Scott suit 5'10"
(178cm) pilot orange colour with black trim (includes tow bridle) $350 also
Flying suit by Danny Scott grey & fluoro orange
suit 5'1 0" (178cm) pilot $150 ph Alan 042 671543
Blitz 146 KeYlar (exp int) ex cond has only flown
25 hrs Flies great! kevlar LE pink/purple US white
MS can freight anywhsre $3400 or make an offer!
ph Phil Beck 049 631879 AH or call me at Airborne 049 499199 BH
Mission 170 (int) ex cond flies as new low hrs
blue LE orange & white US $2000 ono ph 02
8872090
WANlED white round parachute to be used for
photographic purposes therefore age etc irrelevant ph Ken Parker 07 8374403 W or 07

39837n H

OVERSEAS
Airwave Voodoo 29 m 2 brand new only 2 test
flights fluoro yellow with white stripe $4400 ono
incl delivery to Australia ex Munich also
Barograph Lelmkueler PC FAI approved $600
also
Briunlger P3 nrlo $600 contact Alex de Waal
Ph/Fx Munich Germany 089 8416149

NEW SOUTH WALES
Mars 150 (nov) v gd flying cond suitable for
novice $1400 ph 042 942584
Paragllders: Comet CXlI 32 sq m suitable for
nov-int used only 12 times in perf cond $31 00 also
Flreblrd Ninja 27 sq m 80 U.v. hours still in gd
cond $3000 ph 042 942584
Wanted PA Chute approx $200 ph 063531239
Aero Race Qnt) 1 yr old low hrs pink mylar LE &
TE white TS purple grey & white US immac cond
$2400 ph Matt 02 9237620 W, 4165104 H
GlR 175 (int) blue LE yellow US red & white MS
ex cond new wires flies well gd trike wing $600
ph Andrew 067 654520 AH, 018416258 BH
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg
Foil 155 (int) ex cond low hrs extras inc! radio
$1350 ph 02 9583419
Airborne Wlndsports Buzzard pod long range
tanks Arrow II wing big wheels trailer new 503
extras ex cond $7500 neg ph 068521985 AH
Mar. 170 (nov) gd cond new side wires green &
wh $1000 ph Mick Thomas 049 622423
Aero 150 (nov) gd cond 17 hrs airtime 1 spare
upright $2000 also
Air Support front entry podlite harness suit pilot
155-165 cm (5'- 5'5") $400 also
Ball 652 varlo 2 yrs old ex cond (owner has new
model) $450 ph Anna or AI on 049430674 AH
Racer (exp int) + harness $600 tight sail built for
1st state 1988 exhibition all grey GTR 162 fair
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cond spare airfoil upright fitted with round
uprights 15 hrs on side wires plus Dart harness
grey & yellow gd cond suit 5'11" - 6'2" ph 043
327596AH
Moyes Mission 170 (int) pink LE dkftt blue US
speed bar low airtime ex conCi only $2000 also
Pod harness Ige blue with pink stripes as new
$350 also
Electrophone TX4755 used once only $450 or
$2650 for the lot (inc! free helmet) ph Oliver 02
5249750 or 7492624
lTV Meteor 103 as new for pilot 78 - 95 kg $3200
R retail $4200 Advance also
lTV Meteor Gold 23 as new for pilot 48 - 70 kg
$3500 R retail $4800 Advance also
lTV Rubis 30 20 flights for pilot 75 - 95 kg $3500
R retail $4600
These prices inc! bag & harness for details ph
Antoine 02 5503499, 9am - 6pm Mon - Sat
Aero 170 (nov) Red LE white US ex cond complete with Pod lite harness suit 6' pilot $2650 ph
028681635
Foil 170B Full Kevlar Race (adv) ex cond suit
larger pilot ready for comp season $1650 also
Sjostrom nrlo just retested by Phil himself suit
new buyer $350 ph 02 5262133 fax 02 5403495
Moyes Mls.lon 170 (int) special gold LE white
MS inc! batten profile owner's manual only 4 hrs
~ properly stored in ex cond $1800 ph John
02 5708017 H, 2286753 B
Skyllnk Trike side-by-side seating full instrumentation incl compass, VSI40 hrs from new all white
in ex cond $17000 incl1 0 hrs training ph Joe 066
842616
GlR 162 Race (exp int) gd cond flies well navy
LE & It blue US spare speedbar & 5 uprights must
sell just $750 ph Chris 02 4276252
Moyes Mission 170 (int) multi-coloured 15 hrs
flying time ex cond $1800 ono (cost new $3000)
ph 046 512506 peripheral Sydney
XS E.-V (Int) blue LE orange & yellow US faired
king post gd cond $1950 ono ph Regina 02
8583222 W, 3142481 H
Exchange XS E. .y (int) gd cond around $1950
willing to exchange for Aero Racer or Sting of
similar value & gd cond ph Regina 02 8583222
W, 3142481 H
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Aero Race 170 (int) tight sail gd int glider coastal
or inland low hrs ex cond $2200 ph Scott 049
428643
Worldbeater 162 (int) fluoro pink LE white US
yellow MS v gd cond $1450 also
GT 170 (int) gd cond $280 ph Bill 02 9692691
Foil 152C (int) low hrs ex cond 1st to see will buy
$3000 or trade up also
Mars 150 Swiss tube (nov) only 19 kilos ex for
small beginner pilot $1600 ono also
Aero 165 (nov) like new only flown twice $2700
also
XC Glider Bags UV resistant & waterproof silver
colour form Japan made to order $140 contact
Lee on 065 565265 all hrs

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg
Apco HI-lite 26 gd perform wing to get those 1st
few hrs of experience before you go buy something 'hot' $900 ono ph 08 2967302 leave mess
for Richard Golden
Flight Design 'Hot Dream' Paragllder 22.8 sq
m to suit pilot 50 - 80 kg harness & carry bag low
hrs immac cond $2700 also
Mayday Plus Reserve $400 ph Roger 08
2692857
Foil 152C Mk II (int) late model sleeved LE 19 hrs
top cond $2800 ono ph 08 3816494 or 3220813
Payout Winch towbar or tray mount with rope &
safety pressure off feature ph Chris 08 3220813
also
Go Ballistic. Second Chanz pocket rocket chest
mounted with hand deploy option deploys your
chute in less than 1 second brand new ph Chris
083220813
Foil Combat 152 (int) with brand new sail in your
choice of colours! as good as a brand new glider
LE sleeves inc! bargain of the month at $3500
also
Foil Combat 152 (int) ex-Carl Braden Worlds
glider '91 extra battens & sleeved LEs white LE
grey & fluoro yellow US some factory sail repairs
structurally A 1 still flies great as is only $2200 also
Foil Combat 139 (int) white LE yellow & pink US
immac less than 25 hrs quick set-up as no intermediate battens sleeved LEs (removable) good
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buy at $3600 also
Vision Eclipse 184 (Suncoast) (Int) purple LE
blue & white US aerofoil safe-edge uprights great
handling low cost intermediate glider for the
larger pilot priced to sell at $1350 also
Mission 170 (int) grey LE orange US gd cond
$1900 ph Peter Bolton (08) 3261599 all hrs

Blitz 155 (exp int) purple LE pink & blue US white
TS ex cond $3000 also
Mastalr altimeter" varlo as new $450 also
Skywatch wind speed indicetor new cond $100
also
Water proof glider bag to fit Moyes XS 155 $80
ph Bryan 079 287858 AH

Foil Combat 139 (int) definitely the best buy this
season only 4 hrs has USHGA package sleeved
LE & extra comp half battens designer colours &
tiger stripes, many other extras inc! ph Chris for
details 08 3220813 all hrs

Mars 150 (nov) fair cond 2 batten patterns avail
$750 also
Mars 170 (nov) gd cond from $500 ph 079
793414
Combat 152C (int) gd cond 2 yrs old $2500 will
consider swap + cash for near new Combat 139
(owner to purchase Combat 139) ph 079 793414

Foil 139 Combat (I nt) white MS & LE lime green
& purple US 18 rnths old "A Beauty" $2500 ono
Birgit 08 3845742, 082230230 ex 6888 W or 08
2721337

GTR Race 162 (exp int) white with blue LE fair
cond new wires $800 ono also
XS 155 (Exp int) It blue MS fluoro green & white
US in gd cond $1400 ono also
XS Easy (int) turquoise LE pink & purple US fair
cond $1900 ph Scott 018 755322 or 075 305036

QUEENSLAND
GTR 175 (int) mint cond rainbow TS white US low
hrs ph Cameron 073978060 AH or 24 hr paging
service 07 8363014

Mission 170 (int) gd cond $1500 also
Moyes Pod harness as new $300 ph Brett 075
965078 or 018 767147

XS 169 (exp int) blue red & black with fins 10 mths
old 50 hrs in extremely gd cond sacrifice for $3300
will freight anywhere ph 070 563333

XACT I harness $400 also
Combat II 152 (int) as new 18 hrs old white LE
full sleeves $3900 also
Skywatch airspeed (mph) as new $120 also
Sjostrom varlo 14 mths old $550 as new ph
Laurie 075 435631

Payout Winch car or trailer mounted v little use
inc! 1800 ft of towline Ron Huxhagen designed
$750 ph 070 563333
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 082681625 transport cost neg

Moyes Pod harness blue $350 also
Parachute Parachutes Australia $350 also
Utek varlo a altimeter $200 also
Moyes GTR make an offer ph Andrew 070
514512
Foil Combat 152 (int) gd cond blue & green with
white LE v well kept $2600 ph Stephen 07
3431248AH
Magic IV 166 (int) suit heavier pilot recently
detailed & overhauled red LE pale blue & yellow
US panels v gd cond $900 also
Skywatch ASI mph never used as I have another
$150 also
Foil 152C (int) white LE apricot & lilac US panel
$2000 ph Graham 07 8622709
EXCHANGE XS 155 (exp int) dk blue LE fluoro
lime US white MS for XT, Aero Race or Sting of
similar cond to value of $1800 ph Darryl 074
917739
GTR 162 (int) king post hang tip levers no flutters
gd cond $600 ph Graham 075 306214, 018
729048
GTR 148 (int) faired kingpost & down tubes speed
bar white MS It blue LE red US & keel pocket +
batten profile also Moyes pod, parachute a
helmet selling up to go overseas $1500 ph Chris
Evans 075 998123 H, 899899 W

Esprit 158 (int) maroon LE & US gd trim flys well
a great glider for the pilot on a tight budget priced
to sell quickly $400 ph Ian 070 321392

CG 1000 harness" parachu1e both in as new
cond
Harness blue/white with yellow flash suit med
build 5'10" - 6'2" price $650 for both or will
separate ph Ron 07 2086604 H, 2657944 W

Bug Harness $250 ono also
FoIl140B $950 ono ph Marg 070 553343
Afro Clrris Varlo $500 ph Gerry 070 341451

Tandem Paragllder Comet CX II 27 (35 sq m) 2
mth old $3200 also
Paragllder Comet CX 21 (26 sq m) 2 yrs old
$1900 also
Paragllder RC11 (29 sq m) $400 also
Paragllder Apco Speedstar $500 also
Moyes XS 155 (exp int) kingpost hang 3 yrs old
$1900 also
Radio Icom IC 400 6 mth old $450 ph 070
532628

B~ ~ ~ecoS l~Jo~r~bbi~1lort ~Ct3~4

Powered Hang Gliders and Trikes Sales and Training

No 1 for Pegasus Solar Wings Products
582 LN CDI "The Limousine" with cruise control-low noise model is unbelievably

11

quiet
11
11

Pelasus" 0" 2nd in World Championships this year. Unbeatable cross country performance and
handling with over 7 hours endurance. Ask about the NEW Export Model, it's even better!!
Pegasus" XL" the recreational pilots' and Training Schools' favourite. Low noise 462 LC engine. 190

sq ft of magic. Every serious training facility needs at least one of these.
11
Bandit the fastest flex wing on earth. Good for going interstate or just impressing people.
The Pegasus legal 2 seat trikes are top value ~ from $13,850 - they are fully backed with spares.
11

Skylink ZA Hornet side by side seating, a brilliant trike with superb rough air ability.
Fully optioned. Reduced from $28,000 to clear at $18,500 (only 1 left)
Chaser S the world champion single seater. "A
flexwing experience that is hard to beat"

(!,HAsen\ 's'

~
--$9,800
- .
Most of the above aircraft are ex-stock and can be test flown to ensure you ~
the right choice. Phone for an information package and to arrange a
.
flight in your area.

W, ,Iso h,v, , numb" or good md ,;,cr,ft av,n,b"
for those who want a legal 95.32 2-seater. Prices from

~
I

~

{ . 00

Don't forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST helmet and intercom set, the best you can get,
with visors and radio interface. Ex-stock $1200
_ ...o.r.your IVO Prop - 3 blade composite propellers to suit all ultralights. Ex-stock $575.00
Phone John Goodrich at Sky Cycles Pty Ltd for all the latest in trike products and training
Special deals available to flying schools - phone for information
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Ph: (03) 587 5975,Mobile 018 336346
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155 (exp int) dk blue LE fluoro yellow US
$1600 ph 074 482919

GlR 162 Race Ont) dk blue LE It blue US v gd
cond $1200 ph 074821664
Moy.. Mars 170 (nov) ex cond pod harness
$950 ph 075 987132

VICTORIA
Wanted instruments ph Ray 03 5239458
1

GlR 162 Comp 4 /2 oz sail $1000 yellow & blue
winner of Vic B Grade Championships ph Ray 03
5239458
Paragllder Stratos Cla. .lc 27 sq m Czech
made in '91 Class 1 gd performer suit 70-105 kg
made from fine French material 3 hrs airtime only
in new cond give away $1600 call Mick 03
7914971 late AH
Aero Race170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $21 00 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg
GlR 162 Racer (exp int) batten profile + spare
hang loops 1 spare downtube & medium helmet
2 unused log books will sell for $1000 ono ph
Geoff 054 478557
Beautiful lTV Meteor Gold 26 58 - 72 kg Acpul
certified yellow with purple arch v gd cond comes
with harness & back protection, handy XXL bag
+ spare tape & lines $2600 ono leave message
for Tristan at Christopher Guthrie's 03 7529675
Sabre 177 x 2 (int) both in gd cond suit larger int
pilot buy one get one free $600 also
Communlca helmet headset Intercom for your
trike/ultralight/PHG or motorbike $1200 for two
place setup "The Best" also
Icom radios: UHF IC4OG, VHF ICA20 MK II call
me for a good deal ph Glenn 060 761333
XT (nov) only been flown ONCE pink & grey ex
cond $2000 also
Folll40B in v gd cond $1600 ono also
Moy. . pod harne. . with chute $400 ono also
UHF radio ex cond with brand new Yaesu
microphone $450 ono ph Carol (060) 761333
Uvex helmet full face type designed for hang
gliding size M (57-58) white sent from Germany
never used $190 ph 057 273224
Pegasus Q registered 95.32 two seater always
hangered as new cond only 50 hrs total time full
instrumentation price $16500 ph 03 3801292

Worldbeater 151 (int) would be one of the
tightest cleanest around has blue LE pink US
have already bought new glider will take any
reasonable offer & will trade Mission Aero etc for
learner ph 03 7048564 or 018 544828 ask for
Dave
GlR 162 (int) red LE white TS rainbow US v gd
cond $800 ono also
Afro Instruments $400 ono also
Payout winch $600 ono ph 053 346227 or 054
353260
Apco Reserve .C anopy for paragliding never
deployed repacked October 1992 $400 ph Chris
038742233 BH, 7529675 AH

Foil 152C (int) 12 mths old comp sleeves white
MS green/yellow US gd cond $2500 ph Alan 03
3372226 H, 3359244 W
Magic IV half race (int) red LE mid blue US 4.8
oz dacron MS fully faired king post & uprights + 1
spare variable geometry 60 hrs logged airtime sail
& airframe in mint cond! sell $1500 ono will pay
freight contact Ian O'Neill 03 8876208, 018
178945
XS Easy (int) fully faired speed bar hot pink mylar
LE blue & yellow MS white TE v gd cond $1800
ph 03 4361254

ACT

Moy.. Missile 180 (int) absolutely brand new
cond flown only twice complete with batten profile
chart $700 ph Colin 03 7494457

Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg

Moyes HS (XS) 155 (exp int) less than 2 yrs old
king post hang wing tip levers grey scrim LE pink
warp MS BE SEEN BE SAFE purple US a bargain
at $2300 ph Harry Summons 03 2622800 BH,
059 646055 AH

Aero 170 (int) with Racepack ex cond grey LE
white MS fluoro yellow US $2300 also
Foil Combat 152 (int) with extended X-bar
sleeved LE grey LE white MS pink US + grey
Blackhawk front-loader harness $2400 also
GlR 162 (int) yellow LE white MS white US $300
ph Garth 06 2477526 H, 2531844 W

Moyes Mission 170 (int) red LE with rainbow sail
less than 10 hrs flying time always carried &
stored on padded ladder batten profile wind
speed indicator $1900 ono also
Pod harness Moy.. red with black stripe large
(I'm 6' tall) great cond with helmet $400 plus
Parachute lightweight only carried on one flight
never used $350 also
Radios 40 channel Unlden hand held & car
ba.ed make me an offer will negotiate on bulk
purchase. Getting out of hang gliding sale as I've
transferred to Bahrain ph Malcolm 03 2731775
BH, 8764307 AH
MI.slon 170 (int) purple LE gold mid-blue US ex
cond only 12 hrs airtime won't last long at $2200
ph John 057 522694
Folll60B (Int) blue LE red blue & rainbow US no
flutters $900 ph Ted 035985002
Falhawk Neo 19 sq m ex cond about 10 hrs
airtime (non porous serial no.) $2500 ono also
Harly Contrail 21 sq m also in ex cond with about
12 hrs airtime a gd purchase at $1600 ph Cris 03
6612828 W or 5988923 AH
Mars 170 (nov) orange LE white MS gd cond
$950 also
Moyea Pod red $300 also
High Energy Sports chute never used $450 ph
Andrew 03 8187070 AH
Airwave Magic III 166 (int) white LE & TS blue
US one owner a gd glider for $500 make an offer
ph Vince 03 7552314
XS 155 (exp int) flies really well $2000 ph Martin
035605992
Mission 170 (nov) red LE white MS yellow US v
gd cond $1750 ono also
Foil 152C (int) new demo mauve LE fluoro yellow
& mid blue US $3600 also
Foil 131M: (int) NEW white LE dk -blue & orange
US $4000 ph Steve 057 551724
Paragllder Pro Design Corrado 13 26 sq m
70-100 kg less than 2 hrs flying time $2500 ono
also
UHF radio Icom IC40G incl many accessories
cost $630 will sell $450 ph 057 652363
GlR Race 162 (int) at last John's mighty Mt Emu
flyer is being relinquished. Sail in ex cond &
sidewires have been replaced red gold & white a
v gd buy at $900 or will consider training glider
trade ph John Adams 057 572945

SKYSAILOR

2 x UHF radios 40 ch scan hi-low power etc etc
used only a few times by visiting OS pilots $420
ea new cond ph 062979081

WA
HOT SEX - maybe better Foil 152C (int) low hrs
$3000 ph Lex 097 344531
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg
Ellips Winch complete with 1200 m towing kevlar
rope as new only used 10 times $3500 also
Paraglider North Dimension 24 new blue & pink
60-85 kg, 6.5+ glide ratio with harness Swiss
made $2700 also
Paraglider North Solution 26 as new cond suit
65-90 kg 5.5+ glide ratio with harness Swiss
made $2200 also
Paragllder BLS Easy 26 gd cond 25 hrs airtime
green pink purple & yellow suit 65-90 kg 5+ glide
ratio with auto start harness French made $1800
also
Paragllder Wind orange gd cond 30 hrs airtime
suit45-65 kg 5 glide ratio with harness $1200 also
Briunlger Alto Varlo PII circular LCD
varlometer & digital altitude display German
made $450 also
Mastalr Per10rmance VZ variometer & digital
altitude display French made $500 also
3DC Skywatch angle of inclination indicator new
Swiss made $120 also
3DC Skywatch wind high performance
anemometer with fixation for paraglider $150 also
Charley 2nd Chance 84 reserve chute new $500
ph Bert 093816839
Paragllder new Atol med & Ige sizes $4300 also
Kazmer speed system for Atol $375 also
Falhawk Apex med v gd cond $1850 also
Moyes GlR 162 Racer v gd cond hardly used
$2000 also
Buzzard trike 562 + Arrow I wing + trailer &
ballistic back-up chute gd cond low hrs $7000 ph
John 09 3162877
Paragllder Advance Omega 26 yellow gd cond
$2700 also
Paragllder Advance Omega 26 yellow as new
$3500 also
Paragllder Falhawk Apex Mr 100 flu oro
pink/rainbow gd cond $2900 also
Paragllder Flreblrd Ninja 27 green/white as new
cond $3400 ph Jiri 09 2551363
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The Moyes Team has leapt
into the 1st major competition of the season
with exciting results ...

3rd DAVE ADAMS

X!i155
X!i155

HORADE
1st DAVE REDMAN

X!i155

Ist DREW COOPER

CORADE
1st DARRYL FRANKLIN X!i 142

WOMElY'S SECTIOlY
I st HELEN ROSS

X!i142

The Champions' Glider
Moyes Delta Gliders P/ L, 173 Bronte Rd , Waverley 2024 NSW Australia. Tel: (02) 387 5622
XS 142, 155, 169 USHGMA &' GUTESIEGAL CERTIFIED

Fax: (02) 387 4472

